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C H A P T E R I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1 . 1 GENERAL REMARKS

The last decade has witnessed a considerable development

in the description and understanding of pion-nucleus (TTA)

interactions at intermediate energy, both from the theoretical

and from the experimental point of view. Roughly speaking, the

intermediate-energy irA system falls into either of two sub-

categories: resonant (75 <_ T <_ 250 MeV) and low energy (T £

75 MeV) . The piönic atom (ir~ bound in the Coulomb-field of the

nucleus, T essentially zero MeV) at irA threshold forms the

lower boundary on the latter energy-region.

Experimentally, the production of a vast amount of high-

precision data in the resonance-region by the three meson-

factories at SIN, LAMPF and TRIUMF marked the coming of age of

irA physics, while rapid progress is on the way in the much

more difficult (due to pion lifetime restrictions) low-energy

region. Devices especially suited to this region are now coining

into operation at SIN, LAMPF and NIKHEF. Finally, irA threshold

is traditionally explored by means of strong-interaction shifts

and-widths in pionic atoms.

Meanwhile, theorists too have come a long way. The ulti-

mate aim here is to understand the TTA interaction microscopi-

cally, that is, in terms of the pion-nucleon (irN) interactions.

The salient features of the pion here are the fact that it is

a hadron and hence interacts strongly with nucleons, while it

is also a boson so that it can be absorbed and emitted by nu-

cleons and nuclei. Although these qualitative properties are

not unique to the pion (they are shared for instance by the

Kaon which, perhaps due to the blooming of interest concerning

the pion, has so far remained a wallflower) they are vastly
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different from the properties of conventional probes of ha-

dronic targets such as the electron and the proton. I

In the energy-range considered,the most outstanding trait

of nN scattering is without doubt the A (1232) resonance, which

may be visualized as a rather short-lived elementary particle

of width r. =* 120 MeV occurring at T s 190 MeV. Obviously the
Z i TT •,

A can only be produced in a hadronic environment and 7rA scat-

tering in the resonance-region offers unique opportunities to

study the interaction of the A with nucleons.

The ultimate bedrock, either explicitly or implicitly, of

all theories of the irA interaction is Watson's multiple scat-

tering theory, [1.1], [1,2]. This, in its original formulation

nonrelativistic, potential-scattering formalism implicitly

presupposes a irN interaction-potential v . The irA scattering-

problem is then solved by first iterating v to form the TTN

t-matrix t on a given nucleon. This first step characterizes

the method as one which is geared especially to nuclear systems

of low density. As a second step, roughly speaking, the sum of

the t is iterated with the proviso that between any two oc-

currences of t the propagating nucleus may not propagate in

its ground state. This results in the irA optical potential

U . Finally, U is iterated, with the proviso that between

any two of its occurrences the propagating nucleus is restrict-

ed to propagate exclusively in its ground state, to yield the

irA T-matrix T.
It is then possible to prove, at least for nuclear matter, ^

[1.3],both for high and for low energies, that a density-expan-
sion of U begins with the term pt „, implying that Ü . in *>

opt ^ irN' - •* ^ o p t

the low-density limit may be approximated by the first term in

its expansion relative to t „. This is defined to be the co-

herent - or first-order approximation. The nucleus in this ap-

proximation is in its ground state not merely after each action ;

of O Q but after each completed individual irN scattering. ,

Unfortunately the physical requirements for the validity f ?;

of a density-expansion of UQ and in particular for the rapid- . \

ity of convergence of such an expansion are not well establis- :

ed. It is generally assumed that the multiple-scattering series

is a useful approximation-scheme in the sense that successive Ï



improvement by including more terms in the series leads to

satisfactory convergence. In particular it is expected that at

low energies, where the irN interaction is comparatively weak,

the first-order optical potential is the dominant contribution

to the irA interaction. In this context it is useful to keep in

mind that nuclear-matter density means saturation-density in

heavy nuclei. For light nuclei, say 160,about 80 % of the mat-

ter-distribution is well within the surface-region and has a

considerably lower density.

Because of the presence of the other nucleons in the nu-

cleus, the TTN interaction is modified relative to its free-

space behaviour. The multiple-scattering approach concentrates

this "many-body complication" fully into the optical potential.

At the deepest level these "many-body"- or "medium-corrections"

may modify v . This is usually ignored, medium-corrections in

general being taken to mean the modification of t „ due to the

presence of a nuclear medium while v is assumed to be given.

In the context of a first-order optical potential the important

medium corrections are binding- and Pauli-blocking effects ac-

ting on the nucleon in the intermediate scattering-states lead-

ing from v „ to t „. Rather than the free-space t one then

irN irN TTN

uses its medium-corrected modification T in the coherent ap-

proximation. This comes down to summing a specific infinite

subset out of the totality of all iterations of the original
t „ into U ..
TTN opt

It is obvious that theoretically, any multiple-scattering

approach presupposes either the complete neglect or the con-

sistent elimination of all pion-annihilation and-production

channels. Apart from this however, if one restricts oneself to

the nonrelativistic region the complete multiple-scattering

series fully and exactly incorporates the full dynamics of the

irA system in general including the specifically nuclear dynam-

ics.

1.2 THE OLDER APPROACH: THE F.S.A.

The older theories of the uA interaction,[1.4] to [1.8],

! •



may now be characterized by the word "Static" or "F.S.A."

(Fixed Scatterer Approximation). Formally, static theories ob-

tain in the limit of infinite nucleon mass, which in turn im-

plies degeneracy of all nuclear energy-levels. Accordingly,

so-called "closure" approximations at fixed closure-energy

; lead to essentially similar results. The ultimate outcome of

the static approximation in any of its guises is the complete

elimination of nuclear dynamics from the IT A interaction problem.

; In this respect Watson's multiple-scattering theory under the

:•'. F.S.A. becomes equivalent to well-known schemes to describe

high-energy hadron-nucleus interactions such as Glauber theory,

j [1.9],or the multiple-scattering theory of Foldy and Walecka,

[1.10]. It is true that, at the price of a considerable amount

of labour,such schemes are capable of summing fairly large

subsets of terms in the multiple-scattering iteration for

.-= U . This however in no way removes the primary objection to
v- these schemes,which is that the pion here is scattered by a

"'•'• nuclear configuration which, being determined by a given wave-

function or a given statistical mixture of such, is frozen
1 throughout the complete irA scattering-process.

':•..'•• The intuitive justification of the F.S.A. in the high-

v_ energy region is usually sought in the fact that the collision-

;. time of a fast projectile with the nucleus is very short, so

that the nucleons have no time to change their relative con-

;:, figuration during the collision. Alternatively, the uncertain-

.-'-;. ty-principle implies a large spread in the collision-energy

which, if it is also large relative to those target excitation-

energies which ara relevant for the collision-process justi-

[ fies the use of closure over the corresponding states. In the

time-domain this justification breaks down in the presence of

: resonances in the elementary irN amplitude, which, as is well

known, cause a large time-delay in the projectile-target in-

teraction. Correspondingly, in the energy-domain the above

>'J reasoning is invalid if, as is the case in the presence of

'"ft resonances, the elementary amplitude is strongly energy-de-

•-. pendent.

"X'( T h e high-energy limit of multiple-scattering theory is of

course, like the high-energy limit of all hadronic scattering-
•!

'.Ji,



theories,the diffraction-scattering situation from geometrical

optics. This is embodied explicitly in such schemes as the

eikonal-approximation and Glauber-theory. The use of the F.S.A.

- in a given energy-range implies the extension of the diffrac-

tion-picture to this range. Actually even far more naive dif-

•''"•] fraction-models of irA interaction work rather well in the re-

•:ij sonance-region, even for small nuclei, in spite of the fact

;'.'•; that all nuclei with A < 16 have diameters < 5 fm while the

if! real part of the pion wave-length is of the order of 1 fm.

;1 This state of affairs comes about because the pion mean

f ree path - in the nucleus at resonance, d = p.cr , is exceeding-

ly small:~,'(a 0.2 fm) , in fact much smaller than the average

internucleon-spacing (« 1 fm) .\This small mean free path is

duerito the large,1almostrcompletely, imaginary value of the ~~~_-:.

elementary irN amplitude in the ̂ vicinity of the resonance. ,

Irrespective of the origin of this large imaginary part in t

it implies that in those partial waves L < KR in which the pion

interacts with the nucleus at all the nucleus will certainly
! break up and hence be removed from the elastic channel. Con-

versely, elastic scattering must arise from the partial waves

with L > KR in which the pion does not interact with the nu-

cleus at all. In the former case one has S =0, in the latter

S =1 which is the hallmark of shadow-scattering.

Obviously the only physics incorporated in such models is

connected with the imaginary part of t irrespective of its

origin. Of course this origin is the A-resonance. However, the

model is unable to discriminate between this "true" cause and

any other possible source of the same effect, such as a irN in-

elasticity. Implied in the adoption of the F.S.A. is then the

irrelevance to the wA problem of the specifics of the TTN in-

teraction in general and the occurrence of a resonating ele-

mentary-particle state in the irN scattering-process in parti-

cular. As acorrolary one loses within the F.S.A. every possi-

bility to learn something about the interaction of the A with

nucleons. In fact the whole picture of a A propagating in the

nucleus is precluded by the implicit infinite nucleon mass and

hence foreign to the F.S.A. The only further implication of

associating the imaginary part of t and hence of U with



the A-resonance and more specifically with its decay into the

TVN system is that the only inelastic channel open to irA scat-

tering is single-nucleon knockout.

Obviously there are no theoretical reasons to support the

F.S.A. in the resonance-region. Indeed as was shown by Lenz,

[1.11],in this region the conditions for the F.S.A. to hold

are severly violated. Apart from the additional fact that it

is hardly able to incorporate any physics at all, its elimina-

tion of nuclear motion gives rise to a large number of ambi-

guities. The most important of these are connected with the

words "Fermi-averaging" and "angle-transformation". Because of

the nucleon-motion being frozen both the scattering-momenta

and the scattering-energy of the elementary irN process have to

be established by prescription, this prescription being non-

unique. In addition, sometimes an average ("Fermi-average") is

taken over the prescribed momenta. The outcome of these proce-

dures usually is an optical potential which factors ("factori-

zation-approximation") into t at some average collision-ener-

gy and-momentum and the nuclear density p at the appropriate

pion momentum-transfer. Closely connected with this is the pro-

blem how to transform t from the nN- to the irA center of mass
irN

("angle-transformation"). Here ambiguities arise because the

transformation depends on the momenta chosen in the Fermi-aver-

aging prescription and also because the transformation is need-

ed for on- and off-shell values of the TTN momenta.

From a study of the results of the newer theories of irA

interactions which we are about to discuss, it has become quite

clear that insofar as agreement with experiment in the resonan-

ce-region is reached, this agreement is without any theoretical

base and must be regarded as entirely fortuitous, as the re-

sult of partial cancellations and unjustified heuristic pre-

scriptions. In fact, as soon as the physics implied in the

F.S.A. is incorporated in a theory without the peculiarly in-

ept approximations inherent in the F.S.A. the agreement with

experiment evaporates as was discussed in great detail by Lenz,

[1.12]. •f;
i.

The unjustified approximations in the F.S.A. lead to its ;
i-

complete breakdown in the low-energy region. From the work of ),..



many authors,which will be discussed presently and in the fol-

lowing chapters, it has become abundantly clear that the irA

interaction in the low-energy region cannot be understood in a

formalism that does not embody medium-corrections, especially

nucleon-binding and Pauli-blocking, and also physical pion-

annihilation. However, meaningful consistent treatment of

binding- and blocking-effects presupposes appropriate treatment

of nucleonic motion, while meaningful phenomenological inclu-

sion of absorption presupposes a proper medium-corrected first

order potential. By eliminating nucleonic motion the P.S.A.

prevents one from taking any of these effects into account

consistently.

1.3 THE BETTER APPROACH: NO F.S.A.

In the light of the foregoing, the improvement of irA

theories must be seen primarily as an emancipation from the

F.S.A. Here great progress has been made within the coherent

;Jr approximation. Broadly speaking, two separate lines of theore-
1 tical treatment have developed, one of which stays close to

the multiple scattering approach in its usual form. This line

contains the work of Liu and Shakin,[1.13] to [1.20], of

Dedonder et al, [1.21],and of Landau and Thomas,[1.22]. These

\ theories treat all irN partial waves on the same footing and

;/ are suitable for all energies. The other line is characterized

'.}• by its singling out the nN 33 - channel for separate treatment

and is as such suited mainly to the resonance region where the

33 -channel dominates and the F.S.A. may be justified for the

other partial waves. It is generally referred to either as the

isobar-doorway- or the Ah (delta-hole)-model. The idea was

pioneered by Kisslinger and Wang,[1.23], and has received ex-

V tended treatment at the hands of Lenz et al.,[l.ll] [1.24]

V. [1.25],and Weise et al.,[1.26], [1.27]. Obviously this latter

~S method strongly emphasizes the A as a propagating reality in

•••' the nucleus.

Fundamentally the two above-mentioned lines of attack are

not very different and the same physics can in principle be

I
J
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incorporated in either of them. In fact,if the elementary t

is separable it is always possible to bring the multiple-scat-

tering formalism in a form closely resembling the Ah formal-

ism. Before the thesis of De Kam,[1.28] the Ah approach con-

tained more physics, both binding- and Pauli-principle effects

having been incorporated at.least in the irN 33 -channel. As

such the formalism was of course not applicable to the low-

energy region.

Subsequently, work by Liu and Shakin,[l.18]f [1.19],and

by Dedonder et al.,[1.21],made it clear that deleting the

F.S.A. in all irN channels could lead to a major improvement in

the understanding of the low-energy TTA data whereas retaining

the F.S.A. would preclude any such understanding. Various

authors then conjectured that with the inclusion of the domi-

nant medium-corrections (binding, Pauli-blocking, pion-annihi-

lation) the fundamental input to understand the low-energy

data had been identified, [1,21],[1.22],[1.25].

In fact, with the exception of the work of Liu and Shakin

who have not paid any attention to medium-corrections at all

but who have restricted themselves to an extremely careful

treatment of nucleon Fermi-motion, and Lenz et al. whose work

is not suited to low energies, all of these authors have in-

cluded medium-effects to some extent in their treatment.

Dedonder et al. include binding-effects, although in a simpli-

fied manner by means of an effective energy shift in the irN

collision-energy,but completely ignore Pauli-blocking correc-

tions. Landau and Thomas include binding-effects in the same

way as Dedonder et al. and in addition they include Pauli-

blocking effects. Although the way in which Landau and Thomas

treat nuclear Fermi-motion represents a considerable improve-

ment over the F.S.A. it may be remarked that their treatment

is not fully as detailed as the one accorded to Fermi-motion

by Liu and Shakin. This accounts at least partly for the un-

realistically small value they find for the binding-parameter.

In addition they restrict themselves as far as Pauli-blocking

is concerned, to essentially orbital effects. That is, they

employ a Fermi-sea local-density approximation and consider

momentum-blocking only. Apart from the fact that for the small



nuclei they consider momentum-blocking in a local Fermi-sea

model is hardly realistic and should be replaced by orbital

angular-momentum blocking in a shell-model basis they complete-

ly and without justification (which admittedly would be hard

to provide) neglect spin- and isospin-blocking.

Finally, except for De Kam, none of the authors mentioned

r have extended their optical potential to the pionic atom limit.

' Here since the first work of the Ericsonc,[1.29],no major ef-

'p> fort has been devoted to understanding TTA scattering-lengths

from first principles.

The recent major development in understanding low-energy

and pionic-atom irA physics microscopically is the work of

;. De Kam, [1.28],on 4He. This work may be considered as an exten-

sion of Liu and Shakin's formalism, which already within the

context of a first-order optical potential embraced the full

>*: generality of nucleonic Fermi-motion, to include binding- and

Pauli-blocking effects in a proper way in all irN partial waves.

fk\ The formalism operates in a single-particle shell-model con-

V- text for the nucleonic degrees of freedom. The simple shell-

i structure of "*He considerably simplifies calculations.

";:;= Above nucleon-knockout threshold De Kam incorporates

t^ binding-effects in the same way as Dedonder et al.,[1.21], and

Landau et al., [1.22],that is, by means of a phenomenological

shift in the irN collision-energy. If this shift is too small

?~ unitarity violations obtain in T:A scattering. A constraint on

k'r the shift is provided by the requirement that the irA reaction

\}i channel which in this picture can only be single-nucleon knock-

'v out opens at the correct threshold. Below threshold the first-

• "<; order optical potential becomes real. This entails further

0\ simplifications and an exact three-body calculation which can

'["A be carried through rigorously in numerical practice becomes

possible. The three-body calculation to include binding-effects

has been used by De Kam in the pionic-atom limit to obtain irA

scattering-lengths.

As a matter of fact the suggestion of including binding-

corrections to the impulse-approximation by means of a three-

body calculation (which is the simplest nontrivial way in which

binding-effects can be included at all) , was made some time

i
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before by Revai,[1.30], and was studied in more detail by Tandy

et al., [1.31]. In a way it also underlies the work of Landau

and Thomas in the low-energy domain, [1.22].

As regards the Pauli-principle, the only Pauli-blocking

that can occur in "*He is blocking of spin- and isospin-flips ...-,

by other nucleons in the same orbital Is single-particle state.

Obviously a Fermi-sea momentum-blocking treatment would be

singularly inappropriate here. Contrary to the binding-effects

the Pauli-corrections can be incorporated exactly for "*He both

below and above nucleon-knockout threshold.

The work of De Kam appears to offer a useful starting-

point for an approximate treatment of other more complicated

nuclei with closed orbital-spin-isospin shells. It is expedient

to point out here that by "De Kam's methods" both his theore-

tical work and its numerical implementation shall be understood

in a unified way. The latter aspect is founded in Liu and

Shakin's numerical code which was kindly made available to the

V.U. pion-group by them. As will be discussed later in this

thesis, only the LS-coupling scheme falls within the scope of

the present methods. This should hardly be a surprise. In view

of the fact that for instance the Pauli-principle in 4He is

embodied entirely in spin-isospin blocking, one may expect any

direct generalization of this method only to work in schemes

which have the nucleon-spin diagonal. In view of the above the

next light nucleus of interest relative to the present methods

after '•He is 16O which has a fully closed p-shell in addition ^

to the s-shell already present in '•He. _-."•

Even within the restriction to LS-coupling, the direct "i

extension of De Kam's methods to nuclei more complicated than

^He is at the price of some loss of rigour. This will be dis- :

cussed in detail later in this thesis while we state only the /:

outcome of that discussion here for 1 6 0 . The binding-effects

on s-shell nucleons are accounted for exactly, as was to be

expected. However, as regards the calculations of binding-ef-

fects on p-shell nucleons, it is necessary to employ a "spher-

ical averaging" of the nuclear single-particle density-matrix (

over the z-component of the orbital angular momentum. As re- • }

gards the Pauli-principle, spin-isospin blocking can be account-



ed for rigorously. However, orbital blocking has to be left

out of account completely. In fact, its proper treatment is

r precluded by the averaging procedure used in calculating the

: binding-correction for the p-shell nucleons. As to the justi-

fiability of the direct extension of De Kam's methods to 1 6 0 ,

the possibilities of improving this extension and the alterna-

i tives within his general theoretical framework the following !

v can be remarked. Taken by itself (that is, disregarding its

;;.. qualitative feature of precluding proper treatment of orbital

;-: blocking) the spherical averaging which enters in the binding-

:: correction calculation is a quantitative approximation the

',:. size of which is very hard to assess but which one can reason-

- ably hope to be inessential to the results. As regards the

I neglected orbital-blocking, this involves a transfer of at
r- least one unit of angular momentum from the irN relative motion

to the NC relative motion, C being the A-l particle nuclear :

v!_ core. If only wN s- and p-wave relative motion is considered,

; this transfer is only possible from the irN p-waves. In the ~*

- pionic-atom limit the present thesis is only concerned with irA >-'•

";' S-waves. The influence of TTN p-waves on irA S-waves at low

T* energies is strongly suppressed for kinematical reasons, 3

-;J- roughly by a factor {m /(m +M)} 2 « 1/60. Here one may ex-

,̂ j pect orbital blocking to be of little importance. Above nucleon-

•-:•• knockout threshold one may expect the neglect of orbital block-
J ing to become a progressively more serious offence of which :

iY- the present thesis is guilty in its calculations at 40 and 50 -̂

MeV. In view of the fact that full treatment of orbital " ;;

blocking would require a complete overhaul of the Liu and ^

; Shakin code so as to incorporate an angular-momentum reduction i

:' right from the start, a simpler approximate treatment which 4

does justice to the existence of orbital blocking is desirable. A

As such the Fermi-sea procedure used by Landau and Thomas, Ï!

[1.22],(which is not nearly as unrealistic for 16O as it is é

:,;f for 4He) seems well worth considering.

3 The calculation of the scattering of pions on 16O above

;/' nucleon-knockout threshold (at 40 and 49.7 MeV) and in the

7"" pionic-atom region by means of De Kam's methods embodies the =.-:

;|(_, main result of the present thesis. This calculation is carried -•

/ %
•i-l
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out under the above-mentioned approximations, that is, using r

an energy-shift rather than a three-body calculation to cal- F'j

culate the binding-effects above threshold and neglecting or- f

bital blocking. As such it is the simplest nontrivial direct '|

generalization of these methods to multi-closed shell nuclei. i\

The results are broadly similar to those reached for ''He and ?.- •

imply that these methods furnish a considerable improvement in ! -

the understanding of irA scattering in the low-energy domain in 'r

general and of irA scattering-lengths in particular. ['

1.4 STATUS OF BASIC PRINCIPLES

In discussing the ultimate stature of the theory on which

this thesis is based from the point of view of first principles

one remarks in the first place that the calculational scheme

almost completely incorporates the requirements of relativity-

theory in the treatment of pion- and nuclear kinematics. The

only flaw here is the neglect of the small components of the

positive-energy spinors describing nucleon motion, which should

be unimportant here. Relativistic kinematics is important in

pion-nucleus interactions because the small pion mass implies

a relativistic pion even at low energies. However, as far as

the allowed processes are concerned, i.e. dynamically, the

theory has the structure of nonrelativistic scattering-theory.

By this it is meant that the typically relativistic processes

of particle-creation and-annihilation are entirely ignored.

This is of importance in a direct way with regard to pion-anni-

hilation by nuclei,which always enters as a foreign element in

such multiple scattering approaches, but also indirectly in re-

gard to the implications for the off-shell behaviour of the ITN

interaction in general.

The full treatment of nuclear Fermi-motion conjoined with

the fully relativistic treatment of kinematics allows natural

off-mass-shell generalizations and removes the ambiguities

connected with the F.S.A. and angle-transformations. This

however, does not mean that the theory is uniquely defined. A

solution to the presumably exact fully covariant Bethe-Sal-
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peter equation for the ITA system is absolutely out of the ]

:. question at present. This equation has been replaced through-

out by a Lippraann-Schwinger-like equation by means of the

Blankenbecker-Sugar procedure, [1.32]. This reduces the dimen-

sionality of the intermediate-state integrations from 4 to 3

and leads to a practicable calculation. However, it is well- 5

r known that this procedure is non-unique. Constraints, which

y are to some extent arbitrary, then have to be imposed, for

•'/ instance by stipulating that certain particles are to be taken

I on-mass-shell during intermediate scattering-states. In addi-

tion, one requires the theory to have the correct non-relativ- ^

istic limit. Another constraint follows from the fact that one

wishes to incorporate consistently the Coulomb-interaction,

- using standard Coulomb coordinate-space wave-functions. The

't fairly wide mass-spacings in the particles concerned (M =*

•:'•- 7m , M i 4M ) then lead one to have some confidence in the reason-
IT A N

ableness of one specific choice, the correctness of which is

very hard to assess quantitatively. ;

•'•• A second major principle for any strongly interacting J

ti projectile-target combination, whether relativistic or non- °

relativistic, is unitarity. In this realm nonunitary theories

; are meaningless. The description of the nucleus underlying all

:' the presently most advanced theories of irA interactions is the "<'.

i, independent-particle shell-model. This is the simplest suffi- ;/
UJ. ciently realistic nuclear model possible if microscopic calcu- ':;

• lations are to be performed at all. The complexity of the re- |̂

'\)_ suiting calculation is then such that, at least at present, it ~%-v

j: is also at the limit of what can be achieved in practice. "̂

l:':. In the independent-particle model for the nucleus the .W;

-•:f. n'th order optical potential leads to an n + 2-body problem: i

>| the pion, n struck nucleons and an A-n nucleon "core". Unita- '-Ï

" > rity is then realized if the interactions between these n + 2 ;

:'.;> bodies are Hermitian. Obviously this allows non-phenomenologi- '"{,
:M cal treatment only for the first-order optical potential. :|

'#1 Here, in the definition of U only irN and NC interactions \!
(:H °pt ;•>

g.-1 enter while the irC interaction is embodied in the iteration of >

'ty the optical potential. The NC interaction may now be identi- ^

^ fied with the shell-model potential while unitarity has to be ^1

5 é



enforced in the two- and three-body systems present. De Kam's

theory, which underlies the present thesis, is in this respect

derived from the approach of Aaron et al., [1.33], [1.34], and,

like their work,embodies full two- and three-body unitarity.

Here, at the fundamental level t constitutes external

input for irA studies while for t an UPA (Unitary Pole Ap-

proximation) is made, embodying the main physical requirements

of unitarity and a bound-state pole. The full three-body ma-

chinery is only employed below nucleon-knockout threshold.

Here the UPA is a sufficiently realistic representation of t .

The basic requirement which is essential to elastic unitarity

below threshold, that the NC interaction during the rescatter-

i: ing which builds up the binding-correction to the impulse-ap-

fO proxim&tion first order U .be consistent with the assumed
r opt

'•':J ground-state nuclear wave function, is properly taken care of

fi in this way.

\l Finally, it is important to note that the transition from

;;3 the presumably exact Bethe-Salpeter equation treatment of the

Q relativistic scattering-problem to the reduced Lippmann-

'f-~ Schwinger scheme is not only a precondition for a practicable

•p] calculation but also for an exact treatment of two- and three-

^ body unitarity. In fact, with respect to unitarity, no other

j useful approximation to the Bethe-Salpeter equation performs

^ quite so well.
-'••-I

n A third important general principle, the one which is

'i\ manifestly neglected throughout the whole theory, is crossing-
:i symmetry. In order to assess this neglect the following remarks

: ! are apposite. The general assumption, tacitly or openly under-

• :j lying attempts to understand irA interactions from TTN interac-

tions, is that the field of TTA interactions is comparatively

closed in the sense that one can understand it without having

"* detailed insight in the elementary-particle level dynamics

governing irN interactions. In fact, the multiple-scattering

series with its stress on t „ rather than v „ exhibits in this

its attempt to emancipate itself from its potential-scattering

origin.

Crossing-symmetry like pion-annihilation in a way cuts
]fi\ through this neat division of the problem into the uN- and the
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•J, irA realm. The natural and logical way to embody crossing-sym-

.i,.i metry in the irA problem is to exploit the way in which it en-

'•\l ters the itN problem. At the elementary-particle level irN cros-

; j sing properties are bound up with pion-creation and-annihila-

Yj tion. Any nA theory that explicitly uses t as its fundamen-

.•:•"'] tal input is of an entirely phenomenological nature regarding

"S\ all fundamental processes underlying its formation. Such theo-

£'| ries can incorporate the influence on the irA problem of pion-

T'ri annihilation only in a purely phenomenological manner, as an

t J afterthought. It is entirely unreasonable to blame such theo-

| ries separately for the neglect of crossing-symmetry at the IT A

g?: level. Similarly, within these theories it is rather illogical

'•!';"• to enforce crossing at the irA level afterwards, as was attempt-

%:\ ed by Liu and Shakin, [1.35].

] If one wishes to incorporate crossing-symmetry in a logic-

H cally satisfactory way, one has to push phenomenology one step

%* back as was done by Weise et al-,[1.26], [1.27]. Rather than

vj using t as the elementary input these authors use phenomeno-

•'."> logical effective Lagrangians L , L and L of which

\ '-= the first two allow individual pion creation- and annihilation-

S-.j processes. Consistent inclusion of crossing-symmetry at ITN and

r^j irA levels is now straightforward. One may contrast their work

•-T' with the practically isomorphic work of Lenz et al.,[1.24],

^7; [1.25],which however uses t as input. Lenz obtains a Tamm-

3̂ ! Oancoff theory (no crossing) and has to include pion-annihila-

'; tion in a purely phenomenological way. Weise gets an R.P.A.

;';ƒ (crossing incorporated) and can look into pion-annihilation

?.,;. microscopically.

;•';; Theories which, like the one employed in the present the-

sis, use t as the fundamental input then have to resign them-

selves to the fact that all the crossing that can properly be

embodied in them, already is contained implicitly and at the

TTN level in t

VI This leaves analyticity as the last fundamental principle

j|! to be examined here- Taking analyticity to mean the absence of

•5 singularities in the irA amplitude other than those dictated by

'.'.;< unitarity, crossing and the dynamical input of the theory the

'•%* three-body theory used in the present thesis satisfies this
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principle without further ado. Of course one can validly raise

the question whether this analytical structure is correct, i.e

corresponds to reality. This point is more appropriately dis-

cussed in the next section.

1.5 PRESENTLY UNAVOIDABLE UNCERTAINTIES

A first uncertainty has already been mentioned in connec-

tion with the non-uniqueness of the Blankenbecker-Sugar proce-

dure. This uncertainty is unavoidable, there is simply no es-

caping from the need to reduce the Bethe-Salpeter equation to

three-dimensional form both for practical reasons and because

of the need to enforce unitarity rigorously. Presuming a

physically correct analytic left-hand cut structure of the
'i

Bethe-Salpeter equation, it is virtually impossible to assess

how closely this structure is approximated by the actual left-

''-• hand cut analytic structure of the three-dimensional theory.

The right-hand cut structure is dictated by unitarity and is

given correctly by the three-dimensional theory. The uncertain-

ty in the dynamical left-hand cut structure blends with the

e' major dynamical uncertainty to which all theories of the irA

#• interaction are subject: our lack of knowledge at a fundamen-

'\ tal level of the TTN interaction.

A second uncertainty arises with regard to the question
J whether the use of a nuclear model as simple as the single-

particle shell-model is justified. The use of this model is at

present unavoidable if one wishes on the one hand to include

in a consistent way the finite size of the nucleus and the

major medium-corrections to the first-order optical potential,

while on the other hand enforcing unitarity in a rigorous way.

Any theory which satisfies these requirements while employing

a more complicated nuclear model is necessarily more compli-

cated than either the presently discussed three-body model or

the Ah -model. These models are at the limit of present day

4--, numerical possibilities.

The third and major uncertainty has already been mentioned

above and is connected with the question of what irN input to

1 use in the irA calculation. The multiple-scattering series, by

K

[ X-'-' ' "• *'. * — S ~ " " " ",''"" • - 'ï': ~V -."''f-*"- i'
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making an expansion in terms of t ,focuses on the only proc-

ess possible to a real, on-mass-shell pion and nucleon in free

-. ! space below pion-and/or nucleon creation-threshold: scattering.

j Absorption of a real pion on a free nucleon is precluded by '

. •; four-momentum conservation so that annihilation of a real pion . ,

: ,j in any case is only possible in a nuclear environment. Here ;

C ; too the four-momentum situation is extremely unfavourable to

,3 direct absorption on a single nucleon. Absorption at zero pion

i^ kinetic energy requires the pion mass to be absorbed at essen-

;:j tially zero momentum. This requires a number of nucleons going
• • ' - %

:->ii off in different directions, sharing the mass-energy of the

i^ pion but keeping the total momentum small. It is generally ac-

£ cepted that the ultimate act of pion annihilation takes place

j s on one nucleon. The other nucleons contribute to the whole

•1'.-, process by initially rescattering the pion which by this proe-

st ess is taken sufficiently off its mass-shell to make this ul-

,;" timate act of absorption possible. In the resonance-region the

•"•i rescattering obviously goes mainly through the A-resonance as

;.;7 is borne out by experiment. This has led to the emergence of a

;;;p relatively simple picture in which two nucleons participate in ^

v,v the absorption process,[1.36]. At low energies no such clear-

*""' cut mechanism is indicated and the process remains shrouded in

darkness.

<_ An ambitious attempt to incorporate pion-absorption at a ;
J- fundamental level into the theory of uA scattering was made by J-

ir? Mizutani and Koltun,[1.37]. They remark that a correct treat- /;

'•y ment of multiple-scattering in the presence of pion-creation v̂ l

and-annihi lat ion presupposes the elimination of all channels '•,

•_•._ which contain zero (annihilation-channel) or more than one ?i

(production-channel) pion. In order to embody pion-absorption 5

? and-emission they explicitly introduce appropriate irNN vertices j;

\: ' in the Hamiltonian. To avoid double counting one then has to •;

^ exclude the one-pion exchange potential from the phenomenology

6. of the NN interaction and the nucleon pole in the 11 -channel

V> from the phenomenology of the irN interaction. This scheme was

•*•, developed and executed for ird scattering and is fully unitary. ,;:

From a practical point of view its extension to TTA scattering :fl

'•.7.- would be very complicated however. SO
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As regards t , pion-nucleon scattering in free space only

determines it on-mass-shell, both with respect to the pion and

with respect to the nucleon. This is a serious handicap because

one needs it off-shell, pjain both with respect to the pion

and with respect to the nucleon,if one is to use it as a dyna-

:••> mical input in the irA problem. In fact, to properly treat the

'-:•' rescattering leading ultimately to the absorption of the pion,
1 ' one has to know t in a pion four-momentum region, which is

7": so far off-shell that the pion may be absorbed by a nucleon.

j In irA physics attention is usually restricted to irN s-

kJ and p-wave scattering. Of these, TTN p-wave scattering is rather

;s well understood both on- and off-shell. The irN p-waves are

[ dominated by the A-resonance which is well-described by the

Ï microscopic, dynamic Chew-Low theory, [1.39],and which enforces

."! a separable structure. In the energy r; nr . which is of concern

{j, to the present thesis (0 to 50 MeV) , _*e irA S-wave is dominated

;; by the ITN s-wave, especially at ver^ low energies, while the

;'"! irA P-wave and upwards are dominated by the irN p-wave. Hence in

?:| the calculations at 40 and 49.7 MeV where the irN p-wave al-
1 ready is quite strong, the uncertainty in t is of relatively

•') smaller importance. However, in the pionic-atom calculation

'•ry attention is focussed on the irA S-wave. Unfortunately the true

|1 nature of the ITN s-wave interaction is as yet very much of a

••-A mystery. It is generally expected that the on-shell result for

t here comes about as a partial cancellation of t-channel

boson- and u-channel nucleon exchanges which obviously have

entirely different off-shell structures, in the light of the

present ignorance about the irN interaction in this region one

can do little more than assume a reasonable t „ fitted to on-

shell data and study the consequences.

1.6 THE NEED FOR PHENOMENOLOGY

The unfortunate fact is that pion-annihilation is impor-

tant both at low and at resonant energies. The experimental

datum is that the basic irA interaction mechanisms for light

nuclei (A $ 16) are elastic scattering and absorption all

through the energy-range of interest and single-nucleon knock-

I
c
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out as soon as the relevant threshold is reached (20.4 MeV for

'•He, 13.5 MeV for 1 6 O ) .

The predominance of elastic scattering and single-nucleon

knockout indicates the appropriateness of the basic structure

of three-body theory as a starting point for the present pro-

blem. In fact, as was shown by Tandy et al., [1.31], from unita-

rity considerations,the implication of the three-body model is

that single-nucleon knockout is the only possible vA reaction-

channel.; ;

Apart from the effects of pion-annihilation, corrections

to the resulting "single-hole" optical potential then arise

from those processes in which the pion interacts with more than

one nucleon ay a time,-i.e. higher-order contributions involv-

ing 2p-2h states. These-nucleons may or may not be correlated

into clusters. It may also be;necessary to consider the influ-

ence of configuration-mixing in the ground state. A study of:™""

the totality of the experimental evidence on reactions indi-

cates that processes involving two nucleons predominate and

that the most important one among these is pion-annihilation.

It has already been mentioned that these more complicated

processes cannot be treated at the same level of rigour as the

first-order contributions. They must be treated phenomenologi-

cally. If the phenomenological parameters connected with them

are to have physical significance at all; the utmost pains

should be taken to make the first-order optical potential as

accurate as possible. In addition, in the energy-range con-

sidered, one higher-order effect should dominate so that the

parameters may be associated with it Both of these conditions

are reasonably fulfilled in the very low energy region. Here

pion-annihilation may be assumed to dominate all other higher-

order contributions while the three-body theory for the first-

order potential can be carried through fully. The parameters

found may then be taken to be related meaningfully to pion-

annihilation .
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1 . 7 SUMMARY OF THE THEORETICAL CHAPTERS

In spite of some outward appearances the modern micro-

scopic theories of the TTA interaction are not fundamentally

very different from each other. They can all be derived from

the same source, multiple-scattering theory. They all treat

the first-order optical potential in a comparatively detailed

way and in all of them it is necessary to incorporate higher-

order effects in general and pion-annihilation in particular

phenomenologically. Basically the same physical features can

be embodied in all of them. The presentation of the theoretical

scheme underlying the present thesis is designed to stress

this conceptual unity of current trA theory.

Chapter II presents the theory at the level of the im-

pulse-approximation to the first-order optical potential. This

is the two-body stage. First Liu and Shakin's covariant mul-

tiple-scattering theory is presented in a general way. This

theory is then connected up with general nonrelativistic mul-

tiple-scattering theory which to that end is briefly summarized

symbolically, that is without introducing a representation,

both in KMT and in "Watson" forms and both for elastic and in-

elastic processes. Finally, Liu and Shakin's covariant first-

order impulse-approximation optical potential is presented.

This brings in a representation and exhibits the full kinema-

tics hidden in the hitherto symbolical scheme.

Chapter III is devoted to the treatment of the influence

of binding-effects on tt"? struck nucleon. In this connection

three methods are discutsed, all of which are ultimately based

on a three-body conception, involving the pion, the struck

nucleon and the residual nuclear core. The first approach, the

so-called energy-shift method is an extremely simple device

and consists of merely shifting upwards the irN collision-ener-

gy . The second, so-called particle-hole method is considerably

more involved. It takes advantage of the fact that the irN col- J

lision-energy contains as a subtrahend the kinetic energy of '

the irN center-of-mass motion. The binding influence of the

core on the nucleon is now approximated by an effective single-

particle binding potential on the irN center-of-mass. The irN

'A
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collision-energy then contains a single-particle Hamiltonian

for the TTN center-of-mass motion and can be diagonalized in a

set of single-particle wave functions. For separable irN inter-

actions this leads to a complete solution of the binding-prob-

lem subject to the above mentioned approximation. The third

method solves TTNC three-body equations exactly, along the lines

of relativistic three-body theory as developed by De Kam for

the irA system.

The particle-hole formalism has so far only been applied

t:l under the name of A-hole theory or isobar-doorway theory to

14 the irN 33-channel. Here the study of the A-resonance as an

•V-j elementary particle interacting with a nuclear environment is

]'/. at the center of attention. In the present thesis the emphasis

:^ is put in a different place. Particle-hole theory is conceived

i here, under the condition that the elementary ,TN interaction

i* is separable, as an approximate method to include binding-cor-

ï-ri rections on the struck nucleon in all irN channels. Full three-

's body theory is only amenable to practical calculations of irA

-* scattering below nucleon-knockout threshold. Particle-hole

r theory which is less sophisticated than a full three-body cal-

::>- culation but more refined than the energy-shift method, is not

$j- so restricted. It may then be viewed as a complementary scheme

, '= to De Kam's full three-body theory, applicable in a different

^ energy-region.

S" Chapter IV treats the corrections to the first-order im-

''t,\ pulse-approximation optical potential which are the result of

";« the operation of the Pauli-principle. In keeping with the dis-

cussion of the several schemes of chapter III, the way to in-

corporate Pauli-blocking is discussed both for the particle-

hole- and for De Kam's three-body model. With respect to the

subsequent inclusion of Pauli-corrections the energy-shift

method to include binding-effects falls under the latter case.

Up to and including chapter IV the discussion has been

entirely general. In chapter V the specific properties of the

nucleus to which the theoretical scheme is to be applied, 1 6 0 ,

are introduced and the general theory of the previous chapters is

brought into a form suitable for practical calculations. A

main "boundary condition" here is the aim to utilize fully the

1
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availability of Liu and Shakin's numerical code. The price to

be paid for this is twofold. In the first place an approxima-

tion is necessary in calculating the binding-correction which

approximation consists in taking the average of the nondiago-

nal singxe-partical density over closed orbital angular momt-1-

tum shells, i.e. over MT at fixed I>. In the second place this

precludes proper treatment of orbital Pauli-blocking. The error

due to the first approximation is hard to assess. As regards

the neglect of orbital blocking, this is argued to be a minor

effect in the pionic-atom calculation of chapter VI. However,

in the calculation of chapter VII at 40 and 49.7 MeV this ne-

glect is not really admissible. A Fermi-sea momentum-blocking

method is suggested as a future approximate remedy.

1 . 8 SUMMARY OF THE NUMERICAL CHAPTERS AND RESULTS

In the present thesis the methods developed by De Kam to

incorporate Pauli- and binding-corrections to the impulse-ap- .'

proximation first-order optical potential for '•He are extended

to a more complicated nucleus, 1 6 0 , for the first time. In

concreto two situations are considered. Chapter VI deals with

ir-16O scattering at energies below nucleon-knockout threshold

(13.5 MeV). The energies considered are 7 and 12 MeV. The re- '

suits are extrapolated to the pionic-atom limit at ir-16O -

threshold to obtain the ir-16O S-wave scattering-length. In -;;j

addition, differential cross-sections are computed at 7 and 12 ^:

MeV for IT and ir showing the effects of subsequently incor- ^

porating the various medium-effects and plon-annihilation» In -, f

these calculations the full three-body machinery is employed. ;>

On the other hand chapter VII considers ir+-16o scattering at ?i

40 and 49.7 MeV, above nucleon-knockout threshold but still &^

well within the low-energy region. Here- binding is treated

within the energy-shift approximation, Pauli- spin and-isospin

blocking are treated exactly and orbital blocking is left out.

Differential-and integral cross-sections are exhibited showing

the influence of incorporating Pauli- and binding-effects on

the results of the impulse-approximation. Finally, the maximum-

minimum structure of the differential cross-sections is

%
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f--.- analyzed in terms of a TTA partial-wave analysis of nuclear-

; ; Coulomb interference.

'X' • The conclusions of chapter VI can be summarized briefly

i-M as follows. The evaluation of the medium-corrected first-order

?: optical potential is complicated due to the juxtaposition of

/•,?' two sets of effects which partially cancel within themselves.

;;., Firstly for spin-isospin zero nuclei there are the partial

cancellations between competing irN channels, notably Si, S3

; and P33. Secondly the medium-corrections act in opposite ways,

"fi. the Pauli-corrections being repulsive, the binding-corrections

(? attractive. The first-mentioned effect is present alreay at

f the impulse-approximation level. In particular, it is shown

r for the first time that in the impulse-approximation the re-

':•• suits for as
 16 reached by simple F.S.A.-based theories bear

'<k little relationship to the results of a calculation that takes

If nucleon-kinematics seriously. As regards the second point, the

', full calculation of medium-effects performed subsequently

shows that they are of the same order of the impulse-approxi-

-." mation result. It is just these various cancellations between

r'-1 large terms that makes a very accurate evaluation of each

';- separate contribution to the first-order optical potential

^ mandatory if a meaningful result is to be obtained at all. The

'•- detailed calculations performed in this chapter include care-

,-''" ful treatment of nucleon-kinematics and the use of irN elemen-

.';.;< tary input which is carefully fitted to low-energy irN data. As

U; such they form the necessary basis for a meaningful identifi-

?:•';- cation of the parameters of the equally necessary higher-order

phenomenological input. In fact, the fully medium-corrected

first-order optical potential cannot of course account for the

V imaginary part of a^_i6 o
 a n d i s able to explain no more than

,- 40 % of the real part. These discrepancies with the data have

V_'; to be made up for by means of a phenomenological addition to

V"- the optical potential which, for the irA S-wave is characterized

jy by a complex strength B o. The imaginary part of B o can only

rr\{ originate in pion-annihilation. It is argued that at the very

^ low energies considered here, the predominant contribution to

>/; the real part of B o also has to come from pion-annihilation.

';i In spite of this qualitative identification of B o with pion-
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annihilation, its quantitative value is subject to uncertain-

ties due to ignorance of the off-shell behaviour of the ele-

mentary irN interaction. This applies in particular to Re B o.

Within the orbit of uncertainties due to this circumstance,

the values found for Re Bo and Im Bo are not unreasonable in

comparison with earlier phenomenological results. In particu-

lar the widely esteemed relationship Re Bo «* - lm B g (taken as

[: an order of magnitude estimate) is substantiated once more.

XJ AS regards the conclusions of chapter VII the following

'3 can be remarked. At both energies (40 and 49.7 MeV) and at all

/̂  angles, the impulse-approximation first-order optical poten-

?: tial considerably underestimates the experimental differential

f:l cross-sections. The main correction here is the binding-effect

;.<; which at 40 MeV raises the cross-sections to the general level

;, of the data. At 49.7 MeV the cross-sections then considerably

;|j overshoot the data. Compared with the influence of the binding-

-̂i correction the Pauli-correction is a rather smaller effect.

)] The importance of the Pauli-correction would no doubt increase
•~"i
-•J on including orbital blocking as one should do at these ener-
\̂  gies. In particular the influence of irN partial-wave mixing

f4. due to spin-isospin blocking turned out to be a small effect.

£f. As regards the angular structure of the differential cross-

',1\ sections, the irA S-wave is not relevant. The cross-sections

'fl are dominated by the attractive irA P- and D-waves and the re-

;,:,] pulsive Coulomb-interaction.
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C H A P T E R II

PION-NÜCLEüS SCATTERING THEORY: GENERAL FRAMEWORK

iys 2 . 1 LIO AND SHAKIN'S COVARIANT SCATTERING-THEORY

ü̂
i The formal basis of the present thesis is the covariant

hi, multiple-scattering theory of Liu and Shakin, [ 1.13 ] to [1.20].

''] This theory describes the scattering of a projectile from a

complex (many-particle) target in the energy-region where
relativistic treatment of the kinematics inherent in the scat-

^ tering process becomes unavoidable. The remainder of the

': i physics embodied in the theory is taken over from conventional

ï'i nonrelativistic multiple-scattering theory, [1.1], [1.2], [2.1],

':!4 in a way which we presently exhibit.

-N Presumably the correct way to treat elastic scattering of

iyJ, a relativistic projectile from any target is the Bethe-Sal-

^ peter equation

MQQ = KOo + KOo G O M O O (2.1)

where Moo 1 S fc^e invariant elastic amplitude, Go is the appro- Q

priate two-particle Bethe-Salpeter propagator with the target f

in its ground-state and KOo
 1 S an irreducible kernel relative ;

to Go. This procedure identifies Ko 0 as the analogon of the K

nonrelativistic optical potential. Obviously Koo contains all ;

those processes which contribute to elastic scattering but in ;

which the nucleus is not in its ground-state during its pro- ;

pagation. 'jj

The four-dimensional integral equation (2.1) is not ame- t

nable to practical calculations. However, it can be reduced to >

a three-dimensional equation which also much more closely re- ?

sembles the Lippmann-Schwinger equation of nonrelativistic :

A
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scattering theory by means of a device due to Blankenbecker

and Sugar,[1.32],exploited in a way discussed by Partovi and j

Lomon, [2.2]. One replaces Go by a suitably chosen new projec- , :

tile-target propagator g0 whence (2.1) goes over into the 1

equivalent set J .

Moo = "oo + "oo 9o Moo (2.2.a) J

Ooo = Koo + Koo [Go -g0] Uoo . (2.2.b)

The main condition on the choice of g0 is that it be consist-

ent with relativistic unitarity. Furthermore attention is

restricted to spin zero targets.

The resulting variety of possibilities for the choice of

g0 is then restricted by the requirement that the target,

which in our case is the nucleus, shall always be on its mass-

shell in the intermediate scattering-states. The choice of Liu

and Shakin which satisfies these stipulations is

go(k,E) = R (k) — V - 6[k° - A A (k) ]. (2.3)
TT A /1 \ TT Aeo(k) o

Here k= (k°, k) is the intermediate four-momentum integration-

variable in the Bethe-Salpeter equation. E is the irA center-of-

mass energy

E = E^k,,) + EA(k0) (2.4) S§

where ^4

E (q) = (q2+m2) ; E (q) = (q2+m?) (2.5) "
IT IT A A - -j

If;
with m , ma the pion- and nuclear mass respectively. Further- -\--

«A „r-

more

A (q) = %E+L-E.(q) (2.6)
TTA A

L = (m?-m2)/E (2.7)
n 7T

1
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4Ew(q)EA(q)

eo(g) =E-[Eir(q) Efl(q)]+i£

(2.8)

(2.9)

The origin of L which is connected with the elimination of the

relative time dependence in the incoming irA wave-f unction is

discussed in [2.2].

With the use of (2.3) the integration of (2.2.a) is

straightforward and leads to

<k'O|M|kO> = <k'O|u|kO>

ƒ dk" <k'0|u|k"0>
eo(k")

ck'O|M|kO: (2.10)

where "0" denotes the nuclear ground-state. In this three-

dimensional equation k° is suppressed as a variable,it being

understood that matrix-elements should be taken at k and

k°(k) = A^fk). Furthermore,we shall take k to denote not onl;

the ivA relative three-momentum but also the pionic isospin-

degrees of freedom. Elastic scattering implies that these are

the same for k and k'. Finally, the kinematics for U is given

in fig. (2.1).

Fig. 2.1. Kinematics of the Liu and Sliakin optical potential U. The dashed and the

heavy line represent the pion (n) and the nucleus (A) respectively. The corresponding

four-momenta are k and k.. Lines marked x denote an on-mass-shell particle.
IT A

i
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From (2.10) a Lippmann-Schwinger equation is easily ob-

tained on introducing

<k'0|T|k0> - R^A(k') <k'0|M|k0> R^ft(k) (2.11)

<k'o|uopt|ico> = R^ A ( ^ ' ) <ic'o|ïï|ico> R^A(ÏC) {2.12)

so that

<k'0|T(E)|k0> = <k'0|Uo t(E)|k0> +

Jdk" <k'0|u(E)|k"0> i ^ — <k"0JT(E) |ic0> . (2.13)
eo(E,k")

The discussion so far expresses the formal covariance-

' properties of the theory. In fact, covariance and unitarity

have been retained rigorously. Physics enters the theory

through Ko 0. Obviously in order to retain the analytical struc

^ ture of the theory the replacement of Go by g0 in (2.2.a) has

; •- to be compensated by the replacement of Koo by Uoo in (2.2.b).

J If this is carried through exactly the arbitrariness in g0 is

obviously irrelevant. At this point the first dynamical ap-

proximation is made by not iterating Koo in (2.2.b). This al-
J ters the analytical structure of the theory. It is only at
J., this point that physical significance attaches to the stipu-

}: lation that the propagating nucleus be always on its mass-

\- shell. As the smallest spin-zero nucleus of interest, '•He, is

already 30 times as heavy as the projectile,which in the

;. present case is the pion,this requirement seems to be reason-

able and one gets in this approximation:

<k'0|U|k0> ~ <k'O|Koo|5o> (2.14)

The decision as to what physics to embody in K is made

;v by comparing with the nonrelativistic multiple-scattering

series where the counterpart of Koo i s the optical potential

which we shall denote by U as in (2.13). In the nonrela-
opt

tivistic multiple-scattering series the optical potential is
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a sum of terms of increasing order n (1 sn <<=) , n denoting the

number of nucleons on which the pion scatters. In diagram-

orientated language,a n'th order contribution to the optical

potential has the nucleus breakup into a residual core and n

virtual nucleons which subsequently interact once with the

pion after which they recombine with the core. Assuming that

the vertex functions for the virtual breakup and recombination

of the nucleus are known and that any state of either the

whole nucleus or the residual core can be described by a sepa-

rate field, one can obtain the contribution to K by means of

Peynman diagram-techniques. In this way a one-to-one corre-

spondence ensues between the covariant and the nonrelativistic

multiple-scattering theories.

As we shall wish to concentrate on the physical aspects

of the theory rather than on the formal requirements of rela-

tivistic kinematics, we shall henceforth present the theory

from the point of view of the conventional multiple-scattering

series and only indicate the kinematical modifications neces-

sitated by covariance. In any case, these kinematical aspects

have received full treatment at the hands of Liu and Shakin

and,as regards the as yet to be discussed three-body theory,

of De Kam,[1.28].

I 2.2 FORMAL CONNECTION WITH NONREIATXVISTIC MULTIPLE-SCATTERING THEORY

> In order to connect up with the conventional multiple-

t scattering approach, [1.1], [1.2], [2.1],one notices that (2.9)

<i is equivalent to

-i eo(k) = <kO|e|kO> (2.15. a)

"? e = E + ie+-T -H. (2.l5.b)
• * rv IT A

Op where T^ is the relativistic energy of the pion and HA is the

ip nuclear Hamiltonian. For further reference |0> denotes the

?. properly antisymmetrized nuclear ground state, |A> denotes all

;V other antisymmetrized nuclear states, and |P.E.> denotes all

I
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I
. • A-particle states which are Pauli-excluded. Furthermore pro-
t ! jection-operators are introduced

j a0 = |0><0| +E|AxA| = 1 - ZJP.E.xP.E. | (2.16.a)

\:\ a = E|AxA| . (2.16.b)

f.i] In order to guarantee antisymmetry even if approximations

ui are made in the multiple-scattering series, a projector is com-
•;;j bined with each wA-propagator. Introducing the irA potential

where v is the assumed pion-nucleon potential one has sym-
TTN

bolically

ao ao
T = V+V — T = V+T — V (2.18)

or

T = V 1 = i—_ v . (2.19)

At this stage it is expedient to introduce a pion-nucleon in

medium t-matrix T' by

T;N -
 v r t + v m 'T T;K

 = \ N + T;N T -
 vim (2'20)

whence

v „ = T ' „ = v . (2.21)
tea TTN 3 Q , a.Q irN

t| 1 + — t ' 1 + T' —
e irN irN e

Due to the full antisymmetrization and perfect equivalence of

the nucleons it is now admissible to write

V = A V T N (2.22)

which,using (2.19), (2.21), leads to the well-known K.M.T.-
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result,[2.1],

T = A T^N -—- . (2.23)

This may be recast by defining

T = A4j T' ; U1 = ̂ — [AT1 ] (2.24.a)

ao
T' = U' +U1 — T' . (2.24.b)

The optical-potential formulation is now reached by splitting

up a0 in (2.24.b) into the ground-state and the excited states:

(2.25.a)

(2-25-b)

;̂  The number of times that U1 is iterated in a contribution to
ü • and hence the number of irN interactions x',, characterizing
Opt TTN

V that contribution is called its order.

7̂ The ultimate assumption underlying this whole approach is

>* that the TTA interaction comes about basically because of a

,;. scattering-potential v which describes the underlying irN in-

'i teraction. From this it follows that the scheme implicitely

;? presupposes that the pion-annihilation and-production channels

i:~- have been eliminated entirely prior to its execution. This

:. elimination is an exceedingly difficult task which only recent-

["* ly has been seriously considered, [1.37]. As absorption will be

:,-; used in this thesis only in an entirely unpretentious and phe-

^ nomenological way, this point will not be discussed further.

%' One may compare t' with the free-space irN t-matrix t°„
V."- 7TN TTN

W defined by
irn

« ' ( 2 " 2 7 )

where KN is the nucleon kinetic energy. As a first change one {•:]
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may now introduce the influence of nuclear binding-effects on

the nucleon in the intermediate scattering-states leading from

v „ to t°„. This is achieved by replacing h „ by e, thus
TTN TTN TTN

bringing in the full nuclear Hamiltonian. Now one has

¥ f c« ' (2'28)

The difference in complexity between t N and t° N is enormous:

t° is a one-body operator whereas t is a full A-body opera-

tor in nuclear space. Finally with the inclusion of the oper-

ator a0 the full T'N is reached. a0 excludes certain nucleon

states from the intermediate propagation of the irN system in '—.

the iterated terms in (2.28). These are those nucleon states

which, although they would be available for propagation in

free space, are now occupied by other nucleons than the one

considered in forming t from v , The impulse-approximation

is now characterized by the fact that it replaces T' by t° ,

thereby eradicating any influence of the nuclear medium on the

elementary irN scattering-process. jj

It must be emphasized at this point that the choice of
•3

the projection-operator in (2.20) is not unique at all. The

choice made there,which may be designated as the K.M.T.-choice,

allows the nucleus to propagate in its ground-state in the

intermediate scattering-states leading to the wN amplitude. As

shall be explained later on, the consistency of the three-body ;

formalism which is the basis of the treatment of binding-cor- ^

rections to the impulse-approximation in the present work and ;-

the A-body aspects of the theory require the nuclear ground '"

state to be excluded from this propagation. Accordingly we ;'i.

shall use another choice for the in medium irN amplitude which ,/•

may be designated as Watson's choice . :'

(2"29)

which is related to t by

j . 4. { lOxOl+ElP.ExP.El }
TTN TTN TTN TTN
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Ö' = (A-l) TirN , (2.31)

a preliminary optical-potential formulation is again achieved:

T' =

A
U ' 4.

opt

opt

A

- u'

+

+

A-l

U' ̂

A

u1 -1
opt

E | AxA|
e

e
L Ti

1 A i
opt

(2

(2

.32

.32

• a)

• b)

This allows one to eliminate factors involving A from the

relation between T and the optical potential, which is the

hallmark of Watson's formulation of multiple-scattering theory

U = T V Ü ' •••-"- - (2.33.a)
opt A-l- opt -•--

T = U + U v lO><Oi T . (2.33.b)
opt opt e

It is expedient to expand U' in diagonal and nondiagonal

parts relative to U'. Diagonal parts are denoted by D, non-

diagonal ones by N.D. First introduce the diagonal operator

J (2'34)"L 1_ f t i

satisfying <0|M |0> = 1. This leads to

A A

A A

U' +Ü' _ SlAxAl
WL

(2.

(2.

(2.

35

35

35

• a)

.b)

.c)

with the solution

U' . (2.36) V
x _ g , S|A><A

N - D " e - < A | U ' | A >

U
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Finally introducing, in keeping with the present Watson-formu-

lation

Ó = A x ï H (2.37)

one gets

1 A
(2.38.a)

i h-1 A
A
1
A N.D. e_A-le_A-l < A | Ó | A >

„ = i- _ . (2.38.b)
, A-l _ |A><A|Ü|A><A|1 _ z L_J

These main results, (2.33.b), (2.37), (2.38.a,b), are entirely

general and apply both to elastic and inelastic scattering

(but not to production and annihilation).

For the application to elastic scattering one requires > ;

<0|T|0> = <0|Uopt|0> + <0|UQpt|0> i <0|T|0>

= <o|uopt|o><o|fi
R|o> (2.39) ::~

with a the right-hand Mtfller-operator and 3,

'~\ '-",,
L „'T-"

J ^ - - ;

<0|Uopt|0> = <0|G|0> + ̂ I <O|U|A> Arl^.A. 'g
A ' '

(2.40)

o p t| ^ Arl^.A.
A ' '

to second order.

For inelastic scattering one has

<B|T|0> = <B|Uopt|0> + <B|Uopt|0> A <0|T|0> =

<B|UoptJ0x0|n
R|0> . (2.41)
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Here to first order one has

;i| <B|U Q fc|0> = <B|U)L|B><B|U|0> (2.42)

Ad SO that

m
<B|u |B> = x (2.43)

A-l <B B>
:••! A <B e B>

:| plays the role of a left-hand M011er-operator for "elastic1

•'•3 scattering with the nucleus in state |B> and a potential

[(A-l)/A] 6 while <B|U|O> is the transition operator.

From the foregoing it follows that the first-order or

single-scattering or coherent-approximation optical potential

is given by

8
n
optU S 6 -

It is generally expected that either a low nuclear density or

a weak elementary uN interaction or both justifies retaining

only this first-order term. As regards the strength of the

interaction this expectation is obviously fulfilled best at

low energies. In the remainder of the present thesis only this

first-order term will be considered and only in relation to

m elastic scattering. Hence we shall from now on use (2.39) with

the abbreviated notation <0|T|0> H T; <0|U |0> = <0|U(1!|0> z
1 1 ' opt1 ' opt'

U whence
opt

= A <0|T N|0> . (2,45)

The impulse-approximation replaces T by t° in (2.45).

At this point it becomes necessary to make an assumption

regarding the nuclear wave-function |o>. The simplest assump-

tion possible if one is to use the formalism to describe pion

scattering from light, hence finite-sized, nuclei (say A <16)

is the independent-particle shell-model. As the simplest

reliable (covariant, unitary), realistic (including finite nu-

clear size and the most important medium corrections to the
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first-order potential) treatment of irA scattering using this

nuclear model (the yet to be discussed three-body treatment)

leads to a calculation which is at present at the limit of

available computing facilities, attention in the following

will be restricted to this independent-particle shell-model

throughout. J1

2.3 COVARIANT IMPULSE-APPROXIMATION TO THE FIRST-ORDER OPTICAL POTENTIAL f-

The symbolic method employed so far has facilitated exhi- y-

bition of the full structure of the multiple-scattering ap- i

proach. Within the context of the first-order optical poten- u~

tial in the impulse-approximation the stage is now set for the , •

introduction of a representation. The main problem in this {,

connection arises because irA scattering is studied in the IT A .

v center-of-mass system while the elementary uN amplitudes con- t
Instituting the input for TTA calculations are given in the irN f

center-of-mass system. It is at this junction that the covari- %/

ant momentum-space treatment of Liu and Shakin fully comes '

into its own. jr

^ The kinematical situation relevant to the first-order op- fc-

'f- ticai potential in the impulse-approximation is depicted in f

v fig. (2.2) which defines the various four-momenta in the irA ;_

center-of-mass system. The total available four-momentum is P £-

(A) (A-1«C) (A)
kc=(k°.kc) (

kA»(E-k°-t) k^=(E-k?-t)

Fig. 2.2. Kinematics of the impulse-approximation to the single scattering contri-

bution to the optical potential viewed in the TIA center of mass system. Ic , k and

kg are the respective four-momenta of the nucleus (A), the pion (it) and the nuclear

core (A- 1 = C) after the nucleus has emitted a virtual nucleon (N) with four-

momentum k„. Crosses indicate on-mass-shell particles.
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P = kw +kft P2 = E 2. (2.46)

It is also useful to define

«. = /(P-k_)2 ; « = /(P-k ) 2 . (2.48)
~- j w *̂ TT TT

,̂ Obviously u is the invariant mass of the irN two-body sub-

i system (labeled by the spectator-core C) while u^ is the in-

variant mass of the NC two-body subsystem (labeled by the

$ spectator-particle it) . Also of importance are the relative

•* momenta (in the respective center-of-mess systems) of the TTN

-'< and the NC subsystems:

% J ^ M + l̂ ĉ î -c (2'49-a)

j • where roofs denote unit-vectors.

JNj If, as is the case here, in the initial and final state the

':'£ nucleus is on its mass-shell, it is correct to take u> — m .

;-,-.i Following Liu and Shakin irN scattering will be de- ^

^ scribed by the same general framework used for TTA scattering.

~̂  That is, one starts with a Bethe-Salpeter equation for the

•: invariant amplitude M , subsequently reducing it along the

\f same lines that were indicated for the irA system. Specifical-

':'<r ly one needs, from fig. (2.2) '_^_

ö M,TN<k;' kA-kc' K' k4-kc> (2-50) ^

;,> which still is an operator in the combined irN spin-isospin •}

?; space. The connection with the multiple-scattering formalism f

.ft is made by defining a relativistic invariant t-matrix '•'"!

by means of (mN is the nucleon-mass)
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If a separable-potential model is employed for the ele-

mentary uN scattering-process one has

TTN (2.53)

where v(Q ) is the formfactor. The Fredholm-determinant is

given by

D(ü) ) = 1 - X ƒ•
dk v2(k)

(2w) +-Eir (k) -E N (k)
(2.54)

and EN(k) = (k 2+m2) %.

Furthermore a.set of nucleon single-particle shell-model

states |b> is introduced. Then <k|b> is a nucleon spin-iso-

spin vector normalized as

ƒ dk
(2TT)

<k|b> 1 . (2.55)

The proper Liu and Shakin expression for the first-order

optical potential in the impulse-approximation then becomes

<kI0|U(E)|k0> = E ƒ
dk

b<A (2TT)3 E„(k )
c c

E C ( 0 N C )

<QNC|b> (2.56)

where E (q) = (q2+m2) , m being the mass of the A-l

particle core.

By introducing

(2.57)

the scheme can now be brought into that form which is

closest to nonrelativistic optical potential theory. Defin-

ing

(2-58)
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one has

<k*0|Uo£)t(E) |k0>
dk.

s ƒ
b (2TT)3

(2-59)

where x i s a kinematical factor tending to unity in the non-

relativistic limit:

X =

(2.60)

Equations (2.59) and (2.60) embody the full content of

(2.45) within the stipulations and approximations indicated.

In order to see more clearly what is included and what

is left out in this approximation to D fc it is useful to

look at that reduction of u , the pion-nucleon center-of-

mass collision-energy, in which for all particles except for

the pion the nonrelativistic limit is taken. As is indicated

in fig. (2.2) the residual nuclear core is put on its mass-

shell:

!%,'-

= m (2.61)

As shall be seen it is this choice which defines the rela-

tivistic impulse-approximation, i.e. the neglect in partic-

ular of the binding-correction. Using (2.61) one has

_ 1 _
mc

(2.62)

One also has in - m_ = m„ - E where E > 0 in the separa-
A c N sep sep r

tion energy of the struck nucleon.

Obviously wc originates basically from the first two

terms in (2.62) together with mN. From this has to be sub-

I
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tracted in the first place E . This indicates that, as a

result of (2.61) the colliding nucleon is completely removed

from the binding-effects of the residual nucleus. It is in

this sense that (2.61) defines an impulse-approximation.

Finally one has to subtract the term proportional to k^.

This term describes the relative propagation of the residual

nuclear core and the interacting TTN system, the associated

kinetic energy being unavailable to the irN scattering. It is

in fact just the neglect of this term which hallmarks the

static-or fixed-scatterer approximation.

Summing up, the complete first-order U in the im-

pulse-approximation has been reached within the independent-

particle shell-model. Nuclear kinematics has been included

fully and covariantly. This has made possible a proper de-

scription of the propagation of the irN subsystem in the irA

center-of-mass system and has eliminated the ambiguities

involved in the transformation between the irN- and the irA

center-of-mass systems. The full treatment of nuclear kine-

matics is a precondition for the consistent treatment of

nuclear dynamics which so far has entered only through the

nucleon kinetic energy. In the next two chapters the other

two main aspects of nucleon motion are treated: the binding-

interaction between the nucleons and the operation of the

exclusion-principle.

•fi



C H A P T E R III

MEDIUM-CORRECTIONS I: NUCLEAR BINDING

With the inclusion of binding-effects on the nucleon in

the intermediate scattering-states leading from v to t one

leaves in principle the realm of two-body theory, which realm

characterizes the impulse-approximation to the first-order

U and to which attention thus far has been restricted. The
opt
simplest way to generalize that theory is to retain both the

independent-particle shell-model wave function for the descrip-

tion of the nuclear ground-state and the assumption that the

elementary pion-nucleon scattering-amplitude is a one-body

operator in nucleon-space. The binding-effects on the struck

nucleon N can then be accounted for by introducing the residual

nuclear core C explicitly into the dynamics of the system.

This is done by means of an effective NC two-body interaction

which sums up the separate interactions of all nucleons com-

prising the core with the struck nucleon. One then obtains a

three-body problem with two-body interactions in the irN- and

NC subsystems. Before tackling the full problem two more ap-

proximate methods to deal with this problem will be given.

These are the energy-shift method which will find application

in the calculations of this thesis at 40 and 49.7 MeV and the

particle-hole method which is presented for comparison's sake

as an approximate alternative to full three-body theory.

(: 3.1 THE ENERGY-SHIFT METHOD

vf, From the definition of the absence of core-binding on the

:• , struck nucleon (2.61) and its consequence (2.62) a first ap-

'-' proximation to the solution of the binding-problem suggests

>. itself. One has to change (2.61) into
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k| = (mc - A )
z (3.1)

or m into m -A. This is the energy-shift method. Its main

effect is to modify i»c into iuc +A.- One may expect A to range

between zero and the average potential energy of a nucleon in

the nuclear ground-state: ;

A = E - <0(T|0> (3.2)

max sep ' '

where <0|T|0> is the average nucleon kinetic energy in the ;

ground-state. Hence the irN collision-energy is increased by ;

including binding-effects in this way.

A more detailed analysis of the shift in m due to bind-

ing-effects has been made by Schmit et al.,[3.1], [3.2]. They Ü

have shown that in first approximation the correction due to ;

binding exactly cancels the downward energy-shift in w„ due to ^

E : A = E and (3.1) becomes ["_.

k2 = (mA-mN)2 (3.3) lfl
fc--

while a is obtained by deleting E from (2.62). Obviously p

the energy-shift method is a rather crude device by means of ; L

which one hopes to include what is supposed to be the most j7>

important effect of binding-corrections: the modification of C--

u„,without paying further attention to kinematical consisten- £&

cy. fjA

3.2 THE PARTICLE-HOLE METHOD

f?m

In order to proceed beyond the energy-shift method one

has to specify the three-body model in more detail. The basic

three-body situation is depicted in fig. (3.1). The new in-

gredient is the NC scattering. This is assumed in principle !;J

to be amenable to multiple-scattering treatment. The fact that

one is looking for binding-corrections with the restriction

that t T H remain a one-body operator implies that if the crea-

tion of the virtual nucleon N leaves the core in the hole-
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l...;

IJ

Fig. 3.1. The three-body model for tlie first-order optical potential, exhibiting

the pion (n)t the struck nucleon (N), thv A - 1-nucleon residual core (C) and the irN

center of mass (A).

?h state \b~1>, the ultimate annihilation of N must again take

?S place in |b"1>. Hence as far as NC rescattering is concerned,

v. the initial and final state of the core are the same: it is

y elastic NC rescattering that one is interested in.

•0t Under this circumstance it is reasonable to adopt the

. Lj same general theoretical framework that was exploited to deal

$-_l with the itA scattering problem. Hence for NC rescattering a

\^\ four-dimensional Bethe-Salpeter equation is written down,

M N C l E ) ~ KNC ( E ) + KNC ( E ) GNC ( E ) MNC ( E ) (3"4'

which reduces to three-dimensional form,

< k | V (E)|k>
(2ir)3 N C E+iT,+-EN(k")-EN(k")

where

NC

N C 1 " " " > + 5 ^~ <k"|TNC(E) |lt>
1 ' ^ " n i J _ ~ w /1_ tl \ T-i /1_ II \ 1V^

(3.5)

:) (3.6.a)

-•
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<k'|vNC|Ê> = R Ï c ^
1 ) ^ 1 ! ^ ! ^ RJC<E>

 (3-6-b) -i

RNC(q) ^ — . (3.7)
;: 4EN(q)Ec(q)

;: Within this formalism V is the nucleon-core optical poten-

l tial,which within the multiple-scattering theory of the nucle-

• • on-core system will ultimately be expressed in terms of the

i" on- and off-shell NN t-matrix t„„. Obviously the full execution
NN

<•: of the scheme indicated here would lead to insuperable techni-

cal difficulties, so that drastic approximations have to be

;. made. In the ti . je-body formulation discussed in the next sec-

> tion attention will be focussed on T . Mindful of the bound

•;- state |0> = |bb~x> which the struck nucleon forms with the

hole state I*5"1*»1™- will be described by its concomitant

C pole-term. This is reasonable only below nucleon-knockout

' threshold. Above threshold however, the three-body calculation

•;• is not practicable anyway for technical reasons. Therefore V
; v NC

will be the point of departure as this leads to a scheme which

?' can also be applied above nucleon-knockout threshold.

S. Basically V N C(
R
N C» ^«c^ would be a nonlocal potential.

Sj In order to see how V can be incorporated to give binding-
«-L- NC
'~ effects u is written as follows

AC

where a "0" is appended to u to indicate the impulse-approx-

imation and a "b" is included in E to indicate the hole-
sep

state. Rearrangement-contributions are neglected. The last

term is the kinetic energy of the relative motion of the nu-

clear core and the combined interacting ITN system

with m.c the reduced mass of this system:

(3.10)

I
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A natural way to include binding-effects would be to subtract

V.„ from w°. Unfortunately the variable conjugate to k is R._
NC C _j. u Au

rather than the argument RNC of
1 V N C, where

I»-J • (3.11)

7̂  The nature of the approximations involved is exhibited

;i< more clearly by writing the equation for the irN t-matrix:

(3.12)

with

a) (3.13.a)

(3.13.b)
ii rt ii rv ii r* n v*

or symbolically

id
:j;, One should then replace <o° by n> by subtracting V . This, in

j:̂  the present approximations, defines e, starting with e 0. Now

U\ denote by V A c an arbitrary potential depending on RA(;. Then

,!>] u_ is obtained from m° by subtracting V,_ and this in turn de-
>"] v- C AC

m fines e . Then binding should be included by using,instead of
ïj (3.14)

whereas a convenient calculational scheme would be obtained by
using instead
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'•;•>„

whence

(3-i7>

Obvicusly the optimum-choice for V. is the one minimizing the

second term. It can be shown from (3.11) that to order
2(/k2 + m 2 / m ) the optimum-choice is

VAC<«AC'*AC> -

1- As a result of this w now contains the combination T. +

v£ V._ which will be denoted by H._. Bearing in mind that one is
r-'' AC At.

;.' dealing with a closed-shell nucleus within an independent-par-

-;5 ticle shell-model, V can be identified with the nuclear

"' shell-model potential. It is at this point not required at all

V' that V should be a local potential, in fact Hartree-Fock

;'•>, theory testifies to the possibility of obtaining self-consist-

ï-3 ent shell-model results with a nonlocal single-particle poten-

1 tial. However H. shall be assumed to possess a complete set

î  of normalizable bound eigenstates |A> at energies E , where a

f-.-l full labeling of |A> includes the spatial coordinates and a

t* discrete set of spin-isospin indices appropriate to the 6

J-èi relevant irN spin-isospin channels. Furthermore, the label b"1

:.fi will be appended to the full intermediate irN-C states.

^ One can now insert a complete set of states in (2.59)

;~i by means of
1

-)i

<kl|A><Al|kr> 6 , = 5(k -k') (3.19)
AA1 (2ir)

and write the optical potential as

, = 5(k - k )AA C C

"id
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<k'O|U ,(E)|kO>= I <k1O|F|A'b~1><iV1b-1|D(E)
o p t bAA'

x <Ab-1|F|k0>

with

<Ab~1[P[fcÖ> = ƒ
dk.

(3.20)

.̂

and

<A'b-1|D(E)

x < A | k > v ( Q Ï < Q H J b >

, D[ (E-

(3.21)

(b)) ]:

(3.22)

This expression for U which,within the approximations

made,includes the binding-effects now must be inserted in the

irA Lippmann-Schwinger equation. At this point one has two op-

tions. Either one solves the Lippmann-Schwinger equation

straight-away or one writes it out in full formality and recom-

bines the terms thus obtained in a specific way. The latter

method was pioneered by Lenz et al.,[l.ll], [1.12], [1.24],

[1.25],and by Weise et al.,[1.26], [1.27],in the case where A

is restricted to the 33 partial-wave in the TTN system. The es-

sence of this method is that the rearrangement of the Lippmann-

Schwinger series turns it into a Tamm-Dancoff approximation,

well-familiar from nuclear physics, in Ab"1 space. The above-

mentioned authors used this method to establish the Ab"1 stave

as a doorway-state in the resonance-region, and also to study

the modifications in the mass and width of the A due to the

presence of the nuclear medium.

The present thesis is not concerned with these specific

applications and they will not be discussed further here. The

main point to be made here, which perhaps because it is so

patently obvious, seems to be absent from present day pionic

literature, is the applicability of essentially the same tech-

nique to all irN partial waves in those models which employ a

separable form for t . This technique then allows to incorpo-
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rate binding- and as shall be seen in the next chapter Pauli-

blocking effects in an approximate but sophisticated and con-

sistent manner in ÏÏA theory. The specific advantage of this

method over the full three-body calculation is that it remains

practicable above nucleon-knockout threshold, which the full

three-body procedure is not. Contrary to the three-body method

which fully comes into its own only below this threshold, the

approximation of R by R is much harder to assess at low

energies. In this sense the methods may be said to be comple-

mentary to each other.

'••<

3.3 DE RAM'S THREE-BODY THEORY

The present section is devoted to the three-body formal-

ism. As mentioned before, this approach is only practicable

below nucleon-knockout threshold. Here a simplified represen-

tation of the full theory is possible. Accordingly attention

shall here be restricted to this simplified form. For the full

scheme one is referred to De Kam's thesis,[1.28].

Below threshold a reasonable approximation to T is ob-

tained by retaining only the bound-state pole contribution at

NC invariant energy m . Properly equipped with a unitarizing

factor this goes under the name UPA (Unitary Pole Approxima-

tion) . Within the UPA T
NC

is separable, like t . Two channels
irN

In channel "-are distinguished, labeled "ir" and "C". In channel "ir" the

pion is spectator-particle to the interacting NC subsystem, in

channel "C" the roles of ir and C are reversed. The separable

nature of T and t leads to quasiparticle-like interacting

two-particle subsystems. In channel %

has invariant mass

" the NC quasiparticle

while in channel "C" the TTN quasiparticle

has invariant mass w . By convention the spectator-particles

are put on their mass-shells. Under this assumption one has in

terms of irA center-of-mass variables

uc = [(E-m^)
2 - 2ETJ"

»c = t(E-mc)
2 - 2ETC]'

(3.23.a)

(3.23.b)
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T = (m2+k2)* - in ; T_ = (m2+k2)% - m„ . (3.23.c)
TT Tl TI t_ *_. *-

If in channel "ir" the nucleus is on-mass-shell, u = m . Nucleon-

knockout threshold is defined by T = m + m - m or in NC-center

of mass variables w =E (Q ) + E (Q ) . Below this threshold
TT N Nt* t— NC

T N C is real.

The basic process of iteration which generates the TTA op-

tical potential including binding-effects is displayed in

fig. (3.2). It is the fact that one is below knockout-thresh-

old which allows the three-body problem to be brought into the

form of the iteration of the "triangle" diagram. A "B" will be

appended to U and Ü to indicate binding. The proper equation

for U then becomes:

<k'0|UB(E) |kO> = Z <ic' bb-^t^E) j k b b " ^ . (3.24)
b

This expression indicates that UD, which differs from the op-

B
 a

tical potential U fc merely by kinematical factors, is addi-

tively composed of the contributions of A separate three-body

problems, each of which can be labeled by the index b of the

hole out of which the struck nucleon is taken. The consistent

intertwining of these A three-body problems requires the nu-

clear ground-state to be excluded from the intermediate propa-

gation leading from v to t . This aspect blends with the

exclusion-requirements due to the Pauli-principle and will be

(A) (A) (A) (A) IA) 'jJ
(A-1«C) (A-1.C) (A-1.C) •**=•

Fig. 3.2. The basic process of iteration generating the single hole optical poten-

tial below threshold. Crosses denote on-mass-sliel I particles.
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treated in that context in the next chapter. The equation for

't, now becomes

+ i (2ir)3 2E (k«) <k b b tb ( E ) | k l b * V U « ( V ] *
ir

x<k" ib-MtjjtE) |kbb-1> (3,25)

indicating the stipulation that the core is in the hole-state

b"1 throughout the scattering-process. It is perhaps not super-

fluous to indicate here that in fact the index b"1 is inert

and merely serves to keep track of the core state. In all

matrix-elements of t. and t, the bra's and kets are single
b b

nucleon states.

The driving term t is related to the previous impulse-

approximation (2.56) as shown below. First take the term in

(2.56) pertaining to b and eliminate the wave-function "̂Q,,,,-.!*35"
-+ f' •

in terms of the NC breakup vertices r
b h - i ( Q N C ) |r~

A NV~NC' C UNC'

(3.26)

This equation exhibits the vertex r.. _i (Ó ) as the source-
^ bb l 'NC

term in the inhomogeneous Schrödinger equation for the field
- * • .

<Q |b>. In fact the right-hand side exhibits the general

structure implied in NC scattering whereas its identity to the -̂

nucleon bound-state wave function has come about by substi-

tuting the special value m for u . Obviously the general form
A TT

of triangle-diagram matrix-elements, which is needed if the

initial and final nucleon states are not the bound state b are

obtained by reinstating OJ in the place of m . This leads to
Tl A
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2Ec(kc)

(3.27)
2E„

Finally one has to specify

1

C2IT)3 4E {©JE (Q) (Ü) -E (Q)-E (Q)) (mA~E ( Q ) - E C ( Q ) )

(3 .28)

which is equivalent to

" E N

(3 .29)

id This latter form clearly exhibits "v" channel NC rescattering

ij as being treated in the UPA. This may perhaps be brought out

Vj more clearly by substituting (3.27) to (3.29) in (3.25) and

•:'',t rewriting the result symbolically with suppression of all
:-A kinematical factors:

S - ^N,b
 + ̂ N , b G L T

Nc,b
 GL % (3-30)

TNc,b * r i b - » G , r i b - l (3-31>

C*;
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Mil

Fig. 3.3. Triangle diagram contributions 'J' in which the nucleus is on-mass-shel 1

at both sides, U in which the nucleus is on-mass-shell at onu side, the pion on the

other side and U^_ in which the pion is on-mass-shell at both sides.

—X-

fWifi dttea 'Sf>/A

tf, till G n X

Fig. 3.4. Craphical representation of the way in which the various on- and oif-mass-

shell properties of the triangle diagrams are put together into an optical potential

which has the nucleus on-mass-shell initially and finally.

i
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Apart from the fact that above knockout-threshold the UPA for

T no longer is reasonably physically the technical problem

that complicates three-body theory so much there is that G^c

has poles. These are absent below this threshold.

Conforming to conventional usage the nucleus is taken

on-shell in the external lines of the optical potential.

However, internally, in the three-body scattering-process one

always keeps the spectator-particle on-shell. This leads to

three different kinds of intermediate triangle-diagrams as is

indicated in fig. (3.3). These diagrams may be assembled into

the final result by means of the procedure indicated in fig.

(3.4) which corresponds to the equations

<ic' b b - ' l t J E l l k b b - H = <k' b b " 1 ! ^ (E) Ik bb-'> +1 b bi '

) | it" ib"!> G [u (k") ] x

x<k" ib- i lx^E) licbb-^ (3.33)

••: <k' ib-^Xj^E) |kbb-!> = <k> i b"1 |t£n(E) |k b

-*-

(2TT) 3

1 * * - »

' V

2E.

[E)

(k1')

f i M
j (2i)3 2Eir(k") '

x<k" jb-l\xb(V) licbb"^ . (3.34)

This completes the formal discussion of binding-correc-

tions to the first-order impulse-approximation optical poten-

tial. Apart from the extremely simple energy-shift method two

fairly sophisticated stratagems have been exhibited. One of

these, the Ah-method would seem to be easier to handle above

knockout-threshold, while the other more complete full three-

body approach can be realized in practice only below this

threshold. In the next chapter the incorporation of the Pauli-

principle will be discussed in parallel with the treatment

here accorded to binding.
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C H A P T E R IV

MEDIUM-CORRECTIONS II: THE PAULI-PRINCIPLE

yll Finally, to get the full medium-corrected irN t-matrix T

S$ one has to incorporate into t the requirements of the exclu-

JS sion-principle. Parallel to the discussion of binding-correc-

f j tions, first the way will be indicated in which particle-hole

K-' theory accounts for the Pauli-corrections, after which the

;...: full three-body treatment will be considered. There is no dif-

"1 ference in the way in which Pauli-corrections are included

2>j whether one uses the energy-shift method or the three-body

•Ji theory to correct for binding-influences.

}') As was discussed in the last chapter, the consistent in-

^ tertwining of the A separate three-body systems into which the

iè; binding-problem decomposes requires the nuclear ground-state

J'V to be excluded from the intermediate propagation leading from

4$ v to T . The nuclear ground-state can easily be excluded

.;'j along with the Pauli-forbidden states, as is embodied in Wat-

i-4 son's multiple-scattering formalism. Correspondingly, the

\'i^ starting-point for the discussion of the exclusion principle

•-"! both in particle-hole and in three-body theory will be (2.30).

ï| Within the context of the independent particle model for

'3 the nucleons (2.30) becomes

db-'xk"

Here d < A means those single-particle states d which are occu-

pied in the nuclear ground-state. This implies that the state
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|db"1>f in which a particle has gone from the single-particle

state b to the single-particle state d, is Pauli-excluded. Let

the mass of the nucleus in such a state, which may be viewed

as an improper excited state of the nucleus, be m *. Then one

has

E^b":(q) = [q2+^]h (4.2)

4.1 PAULI-CORBECTIONS IN THE PARTICLE-HOLE MODEL

After writing out the full iteration of (4.1) and substi-

tuting (3.20) in the form

< k I b b " 1 | t ( u „ ) | k b b ~ x > = I <k' b b " 1 | F ( A ' b ^ x A ' b " 1 JD"1 (u ) | A b " ^
C AA' C

< A b - 1 | F | k b b - 1 > ( 4 . 3 )

one can rear range the summations in the i t e r a t e d s e r i e s , the

r e s u l t of which gives

<ïc' b b " 1
 ) T ( Ü I ) |k bb- x > = i <k' b b - ^ F l A ' b"!>

C AA1

<AIb"1|{D(M ) +6D(u)„)}-1 |Ab-1><Ab-1 |F|icbb-1> (4.4)

where

|Ab~1> = E ƒ LL1
d<A (2 ir ) 3 + d b " 1 •*„ *n

( 4 . 5 )

Contrary to D, óD is not diagonal in the A-label so that dia-

gonalisation in the Ab"1 basis leads to mixing of irN partial

waves. The fully medium-corrected first-order optical poten-

t ia l is then determined from

<k'0|Uopt|k0> = Z <k' bb-Ht j Jkbb-^ . (4.6)
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4.2 PAULI-CORRECTIONS IN THREE-BODY THEORY

Starting again from (2.30) one now has in appropriate |JE7

notation cl -

E+-E (^)-Efr1^")
(E) |k jb"!> (4.7)

and of course

<k'0|u|k0> = Z <ic' bb-H^lkbb"^ (4.8)
b °

which only differs from U by kinematical factors.

With equations (4.7), (4.8) the formal considerations re-

garding medium-corrections to the coherent impulse-approxima-

tion optical potential are concluded. In the next chapter

specifics will be brought in regarding the number and kind of

irN partial waves and the hole-structure of the nucleus consid-

ered, i.e. 1 6O. Furthermore, some approximations will be made

in order to obtain from Liu and Shakin's numerical code in

conjunction with the present theoretical equipment the calcu-

lational scheme on which the applications in the last two chap

ters are based.

I:.-
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C H A P T E R V

MEDIUM-CORRECTIONS I I I : APPLICATION TO 1 6 O

5.1 THE CALCULATIONAL SCHEME

As the applications to which the last two chapters of

this thesis are devoted concern 1 6 0 , attention shall hence-

forth be restricted to that nucleus. The basic equations are

(3.27), (3.29), (3.33), (3.34), (4.7) and (4.8). Yet to be in-

corporated in these equations are the concrete nN partial wave

structure and the * 60 shell-structure.

Regarding irN partial waves it is entirely justified in

;̂  the energy range considered to restrict attention to relative
'fr) -*•

• irN orbital angular momentum S. =0,1, that is, wN s- and p-

s^ waves respectively. Then the nucleon spin- and isospin •* and

,ji> the pion isospin 1 give rise to the 6 well-known irN channels

£§ Sif S3, P u , P13, P31 and P33. Here the s-wave index signifies

f% 2T + 1, the p-wave indices are 2T + 1, 2J + 1, T and J being

Jrj total TTN isospin and angular momentum. The corresponding spin-

al and isospin-projectors are then

( 5 . 1 )

with t the pion-isospin, ̂ -t the nucleon-isospin and s = | a

the nucleon-spin.

For reasons which will become clear on proceeding 16O

will be treated in LS-coupling. Then one has orbital s- and p-

single-nucleon wave-functions which in momentum-space might

read

• • > ;
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'.; with L , M the magnitude and z-component of the nucleon-core

:'• relative angular momentum. The s-shell has no orbital degenera-

K,. cy while the p-shell is three-fold degenerate in MNC. All

• •'; states have a four-fold remaining degeneracy in the spin-iso-
v i spin part of the nucleon wavefunctions and one has for the

;U1 total single-particle state

'•-••? . orbital spin risospin ,c _.
-•-* $% = <(>. Xi. 5^ • (5.3)
i" \ b b b b

i. In what follows the orbital and the spin-isospin aspects
; will be kept completely separated. The treatment of the spin-

isospin aspect is straightforward and can be done exactly. The

-i orbital part, except for s-shell nucleons, is complicated and

"T, involves approximations. The clear-cut separation of orbital

<••.' from spin-isospin aspects constitutes the great advantage of

, \. the LS-coupling scheme in the present context.

>x Looking first at the orbital part of the wavefunction a

k- first step towards a calculational scheme is obtained by ex-

'£i pressing r , -i in (3.27) back in <Q |b> by means of (3.26) .

From this it becomes clear that the crucial nuclear quantity

^: in the calculation of t is the nondiagonal nuclear partial

;v single-particle density-matrix for the state b:

,> (5.4)

- '_ where in the present context b denotes the orbital quantum

numbers only. For a single state b, if it is not an s-state,

' this is an exceedingly awkward quantity to use in Liu and

; Shakin's numerical code, because this code is not written with

an eye to an angular-momentum reduction but contains full vec-

-4 torial integrations, projecting irA angular momentum out at the

; end only. To get a practical scheme using their code, one is

forced to take what may be termed the spherical average over

the shell of this quantity. Denote by a(L ) the orbital dege

eracy of the shell, o(0) =1, a(l) =3,then one replaces (5.4)

I
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f

by

Note that this is exact for s-shells. To appreciate the sim-

plification which this introduces one may compare (5.5) for an

harmonic-oscillator lp-shell:

with the exact result obtained by using (5.2) in (5.4) .

As far as the impulse-approximation is concerned there is

no difference between (5.5) and (5.6), the inexactness of (5.5)

only shows up in the iterated terms. Unfortunately it is vir-

tually impossible to assess the numerical relevance of the er-

ror that this kind of approximation entails.

In preparation for the irN partial-wave decomposition,

(3.33) and (3.34) will now be rewritten in the symbolic form

which was already anticipated in fig. (3.4). The orbital shell _,

will be indicated by b (0 or 1) while t and x" are taken to

be matrix-operators in nucleon spin-isospin-and pion isospin-

space. In accordance with the above the driving term t is

calculated with the approximate shell-averaged single-particle

densities: ^

^ 2b xb • (5.7.b) :;'

For the generic quantity O the TTN partial wave decomposition ^

would read: '- '.,

-'M
where Ob (T, Jjü-^y) = Ob P£ P^ P T itself contains the pro-

jector-product indicated. PJ^J, projects on the irN relative

;\ orbital angular momentum. The other projectors are given by
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| (5.1) for i, = 1. However for I = 0,p£~^' " = 1. Now for

j closed spin- and isospin shells the average value of both a

j and t is zero. Defining

C = <PT> ; C = <PJ > (5.9)
V-^ ïïN 1TN

f ,| where the bracket denotes the spin-isospin closed-shell aver-

r:: age value one has C, ._ = 2/3; C./0 = 1/3; C . n = 1;

% 3/2,l ,

;| Denote the number of particles in the shell with orbital

:| label b by Ab = 4 a (L^c).It is obviously possible to define

if: partial optical potentials 0 b (T J 4 ) f o r spin-isospin closed

?:• subshells by means of

(T J ̂  = Ab CT V . N Xb l"*rtl (5.10.OT

which turns (5.7a,b) into

B b ^ N J l rt A C C , > V S b \ N

+ Ï -7T- S 2 pr-^1 5 ' ( T J ' i ' ) ï . ( T J ü J ( 5 . 1 1 . a )
A b ° T j - i ' t ca'i' T

 b n rt b *N

( T J '

At this stage, that is, without Pauli-corrections, the

full optical potential corrected for binding would be obtained

by summing U. (T JI ) over all its labels. The approximation

made to obtain (5.11.a,b), i.e. the averaging over M is from

the point of view of binding (though not from the point of
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view of Pauli-blocking) of a purely quantitative nature, that

i is, compared with the three-body formulas no physical effects

have been left out. This is not so with the Pauli-corrections.

As far as Pauli-blocking is concerned, one may, starting

: with the ground-state, distinguish two, kinds of transitions.

i The first kind involve only spin- and/or isospin flips. These

..; processes occur within an orbital shell and leave not only L

y but also M unaltered. The second kind changes at least M

:J within an orbital shell and possibly also L (in this last

I case there is of course the possibility that M does not change).

V5 In the first kind of processes there is no transfer of

\i nucleon orbital angular momentum at the irN vertex. For '•He

i these are the only Pauli-blocked processes possible. However, :

'i for all nuclei and at any fixed L , M values these proces-

i ses are strictly analogous;*They ,have on the other hand no f7-

£ Fermi-sea model analogon. /. ...

In the second kind of process there is a transfer of at

"i least one unit of angular' momentum from 2. to s. and possibly

., a transfer of energy if the shell changes. Here the situation

':i is just the reverse: these processes are particular to the

•̂  shell-structure of the nucleus considered and do have an anal-

ly ogon in the Fermi-sea model.

V; In practice the present thesis is devoted entirely to

;j pure spin-isospin flip blocking. Therefore the presentation of

:(\ the formalism in this case will first be completed. The ne-

'% glected effects will be discussed in the next section.

1 The restriction to spin-isospin blocking implies that in
:A the-|db~1> - of (4.7), in which context d,b include_ spin and

'i isospin labeling, the orbital labels are the same for d and b.

.] Then m „, = m and E + = E independent of d. This implies that

the projection operator Z |db"1><db"1| is the identity oper-
d<A

ator in nucleon spin-isospin space. The resulting equation can
now be written symbolically

which is strongly reminiscent of (5.7.a). Denote by P the

presence of Pauli-corrections, then the full optical potential

j
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is given by

P.B~ P.B.b T

where

P . B . b U J TTN' b S Jil i rN b

which satisfies

TTN

^ - ï £ ^—^ UDu('
rj' r J G « n n v.'

11111 M> (5.16)
^ T j. V*lCJ'l' B'b T N * P-B"b ^

which formula concludes the description of the computational

scheme.

5.2 DISCUSSION

"J '

The main shortcomings of - the scheme as expounded in the ,- _,

previous section, are threefold. First, it is restricted to LS- t.

coupling, second, it requires the inexact process of spherical * -

averaging in the calculation of the binding-correction and -.-,.

third, it does not allow one to include orbital blocking in

the Pauli-corrections. Given the fact that one wishes to use

the available numerical code of Liu and Shakin, these short- f~̂

comings spring from one common source. This is the fact that Xj

this code is based on a procedure which does not perform an

angular-momentum reduction right at the outset. Rather, only I

at the end of the calculation of the optical potential are the "̂

irA angular-momentum states projected out. If one stays within r>f.

the impulse-approximation this does not matter. However, as

soon as one brings in the medium-corrections in more compli-

cated nuclei than "*He the present troubles are unavoidable. At

this point the present author wishes to stress his huge in-

debtedness to Liu and Shakin's code. It is just the effort in- >."..'

volved in producing such a large program that makes it desir- p^

able to use existing codes as much as possible. f"

È'.

Ï
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As regards the necessity of LS-coupling one can remark

the following. The need for spherical averaging in the binding-

correction conceptually eradicates the orbital degree of free-

dom II . This in itself is sufficient to prevent jj - coupling.

Anyway, if one wishes to describe spin-blocking m must be

diagonal. Finally, the projector on the j -shell would involve

a which also occurs in the projector on the TTN partial waves.
N

Hence these projectors do not commute. This sufficiently in-

dicates the major overhaul in the present method necessary if

one is to use it with jj - coupling.

Again,because of the fact that M is no longer existent p

it is conceptually impossible to include orbital blocking Ï"

after the averaging in the binding-calculation. As regards the

neglect of this blocking, the seriousness of this can be ex- *•'

pected to depend on the energy-range of interest and on the TTA >

partial wave one looks at. i

The present thesis is concerned with the pionic-atom limit \

or irA S-wave scattering at zero energy and scattering at 40 and 49.7 MeV. \

Orbital blocking requires a transfer of at least one unit of j

angular momentum from the 7rN relative orbital motion to the NC

relative orbital motion. This can only come from the irN p-waves.

For kinematical reasons the influence of irN p-waves on TTA S-

waves is strongly suppressed at low energies. In addition,

blocking of nucleons coming from the s-shell by nucleons occu- i/

pying the p-shell requires an energy-transfer of 25 MeV. For -\

these reasons orbital blocking may be assumed to be an unim- im-

portant influence in the pionic-atom limit. The neglect of £,

orbital blocking at 40 and 49.7 MeV is not really justified :

and constitutes the main shortcoming of the present stage of

the formalism. It is certainly desirable to include the in-

fluence of orbital blocking, even if only approximately,in ^

future work. This might be done as follows. The LS-coupling

scheme completely decouples orbital and spin-isospin blocking.

Orbital blocking can then be included approximately by means

of a local-density Fermi-sea method as was done for instance

by Landau and Thomas,[1.22]. For 16O this should not be a bad

approximation.

Ï
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C H A P T E R VI

PION-SCATTERING AT ZERO ENERGY: THE PIONIC ATOM

6 . 1 INTRODUCTION AND SURVEY

The negative pion can be bound by the Coulomb-field Za/r

emanating from the nucleus to form a pionic atom. Disregarding

electromagnetic corrections (finite charge-extension of the

nucleus, vacuum-polarization) and the presence of strong inter-

actions the pionic atom is characterized by its Bohr-radius

and -energy:

The Klein-Gordon equation then gives a set of energy-levels

(including fine-structure)

2
Za
n (6.2)

For 16O one has r_ =* 25 fm, to be compared with a nuclear

radius R =* 3 fm. The overlap of the pion and the nuclear den-

sity is then very small (̂  0.01) even for the ls-level. Hence

for A s 16 one is really only concerned with this deepest-

lying level, the peripheral (high n,i) levels becoming impor-

tant only for far heavier nuclei.

In the following it will be assumed that the electro-

magnetic corrections to E n t have been taken into account hence

attention will be restricted to the strong interaction ef-

fects. These are embodied in the occurrence of a shift e in
n Xi

Enjl together with a broadening (width r ) of the lines:
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For 160 one has e l g = - 15.033 keV, ris=7.64 keV,[6.1] so that

e. is about 10 % of E. -E.„. Experiment has shown that in
IS ^p la

the ls-state the resulting effect of the strong interactions is

repulsive (decreasing the binding) while in the l f 0 states it

is attractive (increasing the binding).

It is obvious that there must be an intimate relationship

between the strong-interaction widths and shifts and TTA scat-

tering at zero energy. In fact, the connection between the

pionic-atom width and shift and zero-energy irA scattering was

made long ago by Deser et al.,[6.2] and is expressed by

E 1 S ~ ± r i S / 2 = ~ I f ^ A ( 0 ) ! < O I T I O > < 6 - 4 >

2TT I , I S , _ . . | 2 S

where ty ^ (0) is the irA-ls Coulomb-wavefunction at the origin:

| i|< (O) I = 1/ir r£ and a is the uA scattering-length in
Tt A D • IT A

the irA S-wave. Finally u is the irA reduced mass.

A number of papers has appeared since dealing either with

the theoretical determination of the irA scattering-lengths,

[6.3], [6.4],or directly with the calculation of the level-

shift and width from the Klein-Gordon equation,[6.5] to [6.8].

This latter method short-circuits (6.4). All of these papers

employ either explicitly or implicitly an optical potential

multiple-scattering approach, unfortunately the optical poten-

tials used are without exception strongly phenomenology-

dominated. In addition they involved drastic approximations

which can be justified neither theoretically nor numerically

as will be shown presently.

Zero energy S-wave vK scattering allows one to think of

the pion as being at rest relative to the nucleus. However,

due to the nucleonic Fermi-motion the pion is not at rest

relative to the several nucleons. The dominant irN channels are

then Si, S3 and P33. Of these S1 is attractive, S3 repulsive

and of the same order of strength as Sj while P33 is attrac-

tive. As the result of partial cancellation between the com-

peting irN channels, the naive first-order impulse-approxima-

tion result for aS
a is very small if the nucleus considered is
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spin-isospin symmetrical. This suggests the possibility of a i

large sensitivity of the results to variations in the elemen- • j

tary irN input used, as well as the necessity of taking into

account medium-corrections and higher-order terms in the mul-

tiple-scattering series.

It is useful to examine this point in a more detailed way

on the lines of the method employed by Koltun and Moyer,[6.3].

Attention will be restricted for this purpose to their expres-
c

sion for the single-scattering contribution to a" :

l + m /in
TT A

N± {b0

m
ir

m
ir

(6.5)

Here bo and c0 are the nN s- and p-wave scalar-isoscalar (spin-

isospin zero nucleus) scattering lengths

b 0 =-j(a! + 2a 3); c0 = •? [ 4 a 3 3 + 2 a 3 1 + 2 a 1 3 + a n ] . (6.6)

N. is the number of particles in the LS-closed shell i and

<?2>. is the mean-squared momentum in this shell. The first

term in (6.5) is due to the TTN s-waves and would contribute

even if the nucleons were at rest in the nucleus. The second

term comes from the irN p-waves which contribute because of the

nucleon motion. Observe that this TTN p-wave contribution to

the irA S-wave :'•? suppresed by a factor m2/(m + m ) 2 =; 1/60

because of the transformation from the irN-to the irA center-of-

mass. The approximations involved in this formula are then the

F.S.A., a factorization-approximation and the approximation of
tirN b y i t s s c a t t e r i n 9 ~ l e n 9 t h - A s t h e right-hand side of (6.5)

is a first-order optical potential and the left-hand side a

irA scattering-length (6.5) also implies failure to iterate the

optical potential to the full irA T-matrix.

<0|T|0> as <O|U \0> . (6.7)

In the present chapter use is made of two distinct sets
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of irN elementary input. One set is based on the work of Londer-

gan et al., [6.9] and derived from rather old CERN-theoretical

phases, [6.10], the other set is based on work by Schwarz et al.,

[6.11] and derived from modern phases. This point will be re-

turned to in sections 6.2.1.

For present purposes it is sufficient to note that for

the LMM-model b0 = - 0.020 fm, c0 = 0.73 fm
3 while for the

Schwarz-model bo = - 0.005 fm, c0 = 0.64 fm
3. As a matter of

general interest the isovector-scalar s-wave scattering-length

bi = - -T(a1-a3) will also be quoted: for the LMM-model:

b1 - -0.129 fm and for the Schwartz-model: bi = - 0.153 fm.

Obviously b 0, bx are considerably different in the respective

models while the values for c0 are similar. Also, in both

models b\ is considerably larger than b0. As regards a
s one

finds in both models that despite the strangling kinematical

factor the term in c0 is of the same order of magnitude as the

one in b 0, justifying its retention. One then has for the

Schwartz-model: as = 0.027 fm and for the LMM-model:
s irA

a = - 0.23 fm. For comparison's sake the yet to be discussed
irA

impulse-approximation result is introduced here, obtained with-
in the framework expounded in the previous chapters. Here no
kinematical approximations are made nor a scattering-length ap-
proximation for t „ while U is iterated to give T. Then the

irN opt J

Schwartz-model yields a =-0.18 fm and the LMM-model: a =-0.07 fm.

Whichever calculation one uses, these numerical values

clearly shown the above-mentioned dependence of as on the TTN

input used. However, they also show that simple estimates,

[6.3], [6.4],for the impulse-approximation contribution are

completely off the mark guantatively to the extent that even

the sign may be wrong. It is true that (6.5) is based on about

the most naive procedure one can imagine. However, the basic

approach of [6.5] to [6.8],which adds the strong-interaction

optical potential to the Coulomb one and solves the time-in-

dependent Klein-Gordon equation for the energy-levels,is not

very different in the approximations it makes in order to get

at the optical potential, certainly at the level of the impulse-

approximation. Here too one uses a F.S.A. factorized optical

potential and a scattering-length approximation for t .
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There is then little ground for the assumption that any

of the works [6.3] to [6.8] mentioned so far furnishes, at the

level of the impulse-approximation, a scattering-length which

forms in any meaningful way an approximation to scattering-

•_>'• lengths obtained by calculations that take nucleonic kinematics

•-'• and the irN interaction seriously.

The results for a of any first-order impulse-approxima-

-'; tion calculation so far (including the one of the present chap-

;?; ter) fall considerably short of the experimental value in the

t' sense that the real part of the experimental value is rather

'A more negative. Hence a faily large net repulsive effect is

•;, needed. This can come about because of an increase in the net

''<' repulsion due to the irN S; and S3 channels and/or because of a

;,. decrease in the attraction due to the irN P 3 3 channel. The lit-
: erature on this topic has reached a consensus that in any case

at least the need for a large increase in irN s-wave repulsion

is is firmly established while the need for a decrease in p-wave

attraction is much less certain,[6.7]. These conclusions, it

must be kept in mind, are based on an impulse-approximation

yi calculation by means of the phenomenological optical poten-

_J,: tials discussed above, which are not very reliable quantatively.

T In order to achieve the desired increase in s-wave repul-

sion the literature, [6.3] to [6.8], typically includes a second-

order term in the optical potential. The double scattering al-

lows to bring in the isovector term b^ (which is considerably

•> larger than b0) which acts twice and contributes a large ef-

fect. In the phenomenological models under discussion now this

•A term is associated mainly with the Pauli-principle and leads

to a large repulsive contribution. This contribution is depict-

ed in fig. (6.1). The parameter b0 is then changed to

- <i> [b§+2bf]; <i> c* -j£ (6.8)

with k the Fermi-momentum, taken to be 1.4 fm"1.

j;| A further increase in the s-wave repulsion should then

J come from the combined effect of non-Pauli-originating second-

•' ": order terms in U in general and from the dispersive part of

pion-annihilation in particular. This last topic will be con-



ï < Fig. 6.1. "Second order" Pauli-forbidden contribution which has to be subtracted

from the first order optical potential, leading to an increase in S-wave repulsion.

•%ï sidered shortly.

3-? On the other hand to achieve a reduction in the p-wave

Ivu attraction a mechanism is invoked which is called the Lorentz-

-' Lorenz-Ericson-Ericson (LLEE) effect and which operates as

'.?: follows. The irN p-wave interaction couples the nuclear spin

ft: density (the nuclear contribution to the axial current) to the

_> gradient of the pion-field (the pion contribution to the axial

'j current). Because of this the presence of a pion-field leads

'^\ to axial polarization (i.e. nucleon spins align themselves

-X\ along the gradient of the pion-field) in a nuclear medium. The

f<-\ whole situation now becomes formally similar to electrostatic

F*3j theory in a dielectric, i.e. pion-field v.s. scalar potential,

gradient of pion-field v.s. electric field, axial polarization

v.s. electrical polarization, etcetera. The discrete atomic

structure of a dielectric leads to the need to distinguish be-

tween an average electric field and a local electric field at

the site of an atom. For systems with at least cubic symmetry

one can cut out a sphere centered at the atomic site chosen and

£j show from symmetry that the atoms in this sphere do not contri-

bute to the local field. The only contributions then are the

average field and the field due to the polarization-charges at

the surface of the sphere. Similarly, in a nuclear medium its

ultimate discreteness is thought to lead to a local axial
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field at the site of a nucleon, which is different from the

average axial field as a result of the presence of axial po-

larization. If the nucleons are kept apart by means of short-

range correlations, one can draw a sphere about a given nucle-

*-•' on. The local field at the nucleon then is determined by the

average field plus the contribution from the axial polariza-

tion charges at the surface of the sphere.

For the moment taking the above reasoning at face-value,

._- it is obvious that it is essential to this effect, the result

of which indeed is a reduction in the TTN p-wave interaction,

that the nucleon carry a "hole" around with it. In the "true"

LLEE effect this hole is due to repulsive short-range corre-

lations. However, Pauli-correlations too lead to the nucleon

carrying a correlation-hole with it. In fact, it is within the

LLEE theory not possible formally to distinguish between Pauli-

and short-range correlations,[1.6], [6.12]. And this is only

"*"" part of the story. Assuming that low-energy irN p-wave scatter-

ing is dominated by the 33-channel, any higher-order term in

the optical potential which enters primarily as a contribution

i) to the A self-energy may be written as an LLEE-correction to

-l. the optical potential. Such higher-order terms include binding-

c effects, Pauli-corrections, reflection- or local-field correc-

tion terms and pion-annihilation. Obviously any parameter

characterizing the magnitude of the LLEE-correction as a whole

cannot directly be associated with any specific higher-order

i dynamical effect. Some guidance as to the composition of the

LLEE-effect might be obtained by studying the whole energy-

, region from zero through the resonance. The short-range cor-

relation contribution (the "true" LLEE-effect) for instance

may be supposed to be real and relatively constant. Binding-

and reflection-contributions would be real at threshold but

strongly energy-dependent and complex in the resonance-region.

The question is whether the argument should be taken at

C-\ face-value i.e. whether the reasoning behind the Lorentz-

.--•-? Lorenz-effect applies to the Ericson-Ericson situation. Of

course the LL-effect for dielectrics is well-established,

leading to for instance the Clausius-Mossoti relation. The

j salient features here are an essentially infinite medium rela-
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tive to which the hole around the atomic site chosen is small.

On the other hand relative to the atom (the elementary dipole)

;. the hole is large, allowing one to treat the dipole as a point-

':; carrier. To those who are familiar with various derivations of

~y' the LL-effect it will be clear immediately that deleting the

f 6-function part in the OPEP will lead to the LLEE-effect

V' straightaway, emphasizing again the tacitly assumed point-

; nature of the elementary carrier, whether of dipole-moment (LL-

3- effect) or of spin (axial dipole moment, LLEE-effect). It is

: obvious immediately that the conditions underlying the LL-ef-

V feet do not carry over automatically to the irA domain. For

small nuclei and in conjunction with irN interactions which as ^

V a result of form-factors often imply a finite nucleon-size it

'ï' raust seriously be doubted whether the LLEE-effect with its im-

plied underlying average-field versus point-carrier distinction ' r
can be validated conceptually, quite apart from the difficul-

*" ties of associating it unambiguously with any one specific

; higher-order process.

The kind of isospinflip-isovector contributions depicted

-•f in fig. (6.1) belongs of course just to the kind of terms which

-t-.. are included up to any order both in the binding-and in the

:••;. Pauli-corrections to the impulse-approximation discussed in the

/.. previous chapters. Indeed it was argued there that binding-

*, and Pauli-corrections within a independent-particle shell-model

X framework should be included fully in principle and as much as

;- possible in practice in the first order optical potential by Ĵ ,

-'••/, modifying t° into T „. "
TFN T I N •,

-"i From the foregoing it should be clear that any meaningful

•-. discussion of higher-order contributions to the optical poten-

:: tial including (if one wishes to think in those terms) the im-

•••'-; putation of parts of the LLEE-effect to specific physical proc- ^

; esses presupposes a treatment as accurate as possible of the ^

first-order optical potential including its most important

"?• (binding, Pauli) modifications. This in turn presupposes full

3 treatment of nucleonic kinematics (no F.S.A., no closure). The

- three-body theory of the foregoing chapters should then, in f>

spite of its complicatedness be seen as a minimum-programme in ^

3 this context. This is underlined by the fact that the Pauli- {s|
5 ki

I
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and binding-corrections turn out to be large, of the same

order of magnitude as the impulse-approximation result and

also of the same order of magnitude as the final phenomenolo-

gioal corrections due to higher-order effects.

6.2 CALCULATION AND RESULTS

The present section is devoted to a discussion of the

concrete calculation and results of the three-body theory as

applied to the first order optical potential including Pauli-

and binding-effects. Scattering-lengths without pion-annihi-

lation are calculated in section 6.2.2, pion-annihilation is

incorporated to fit the data in section 6.2.3 and some cross-

sections are exhibited in section 6.2.4. One of the goals of

the calculation was to look into the sensitivity of the results

-' to variations in the elementary input t° . Accordingly, these

are discussed first, in section 6.2.1.

V 6.2.1 Input

',l> At the moment various rather sophisticated models for t°

•<i are around, all of which are separable and all of which are

rather similar theoretically. The oldest of these is the Lon-

dergan-Moniz-McVoy (LMM) model,[6.9]. This model applies in-

• verse scattering-theory to the CERN-phases., [6.10],which are

':••> outdated by now,especially in the low-energy region. The other

'"• models alluded to are designated by T(homas), [6.14], R(inat)

.'!• [6.15],and S(chwartz), [6.11].

\ -•; Model T uses a Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the irN in-

teraction and a simple analytical expression for the formfac-

• t tors. Pion kinematics is treated relativistically, nucleon

•'.'' kinematics is not. A selection of irN data was used to fit the

parameters.

.̂  Model S employs a formfactor-parametrization similar to

jf| model T but employs a Blankenbecker-Sugar equation instead and

j is relativistic with respect to both pion- and nucleon kinema- i/S,

tics. Again, the parameters for model S were fitted to a selec- :;v

^ tion of fairly modern TTN data. For the Slf P 1 3 and P31 channels ?9S
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Salomon's scattering-lengths and phases were used, [6.13]. For

the S3 and P33 channels the phases were taken from Almehed and

Lovelace,[6.16] and the scattering-lengths from Bugg et al.,

[6.17]. As regards the P33 channel the approach of Woloshyn et

y al.,[6.l8] was followed, which employs an energy-dependent

x coupling constant X(s) = l/(s-m^) implying an additional fit-

ting-parameter. In fact, there are two models S, in the im-

;-' proved second model the additional requirement is made that

'1_ the principle-value part of the Fredholm-determinant be zero

'; at resonance. This leads to a considerable improvement of the
;; fit to the data both as regards phases and scattering-lengths

;• and with respect to the width of the resonance.

Model B finally uses the Blankenbecker-Sugar equation too

and is very similar to model S differing from it mainly in

that the experimental data are taken from the very recent anal-

r ysis of Rowe et al., [6.19]. Models T, R and S, contrary to the

ir: LMM-model as used here, are consistent as regards the relation-

ship between their formfactors and their Fredholm-determinants.

•f: 6.2.2 Saa.ttem.ng lengths: no pion annihilation

~VJ From the work of De Kam on '•He, [1.28] it has become quite

££. clear that the results for the models S, T and R are essential-

ly the same while the result for the LMM-model is somewhat dif-

- ferent. In particular the LMM-model leads to far less repulsion

\. in the irA S-wave both in the impulse-approximation and after

-v bringing in the medium-corrections. Accordingly the calcula-

;•'; tions were performed with the LMM-model and with Schwartz-

'!'-i model II. The results for the S-wave irA scattering-length are

;- presented in table (6.1), the experimental value being taken

• from [6.4], [6.20].

3 Obviously these results are very similar to what was
• 'S!
'/'' found for '•He, [1.28]. In both models binding-effects consider-

-:'• ably reduce S-wave repulsion, in the S-model by a factor 2. In

£;'•) the LMM-model the reduction is not quite so large but it is

';'fis still a considerable fraction of the impulse-approximation re-

sult. Again the exclusion-principle contributes a large amount

- to the repulsion, in fact an amount as large as the impulse-

1 approximation itself. The repulsive exclusion-principle con-
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Table 6.1. Real part of n-1G0 S-wave scattering length in 10"3 fm. LMM and S

denote the models for t°„ as explained in the text. The impulse approximation

optical potential ("ia") is based directly on t° N. Binding corrections ("bd")

change t° N into t . Then bringing in the Pauli-principle ("me") changes t to

T ... In addition one can bring in the Pauli-principle at the level of t° ,

omitting binding ("ex"). The experimental value was taken from [6.4], [6.20].

LMM

i a

bd

ex

me

experiment

- 76

- 59

-182

-127

-179

- 82

-328

-218

-548

tribution overshadows the attractive binding-correction and

leads to a net increase in repulsion. In the LMM-model the im-

pulse-approximation gives 15 % of the required repulsion while

the fully medium-corrected first-order optical potential pro-

vides 25 %. In the S-model the impulse-approximation produces

33 % which is increased by the medium-corrections to 40 %.

The LMM-calculation gives less repulsion for the S-wave

ir-16O interaction than the S-model at each stage of the calcu-

lation, a fact which must be imputed to the shortcomings of

the CERN phases. This finding is entirely consistent both with

the 4He results and with the experiences of a number of other

authors,[1.18] to [1.20], [1.22], [6.21] to [6.24]. It clearly

establishes the need to use t° input which gives correct low-

energy phases: the difference of the LMM-and S models at the

fully medium-corrected ("me") level constitutes 15 % of the ex-

perimental value.

One also notices that the final result "me" which is not

so very different from "ia" comes about as the result of two

fairly large opposing effects: "bd" halves "ia" while "ex"

doubles "ia". Hence as regards the first-order optical poten-
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tial one is confronted not only with sizeable cancellations

between competing irN channels but also between competing medium-

corrections. This further establishes the fact that one has

little reason to have any confidence in the possibility of ap-

proximating the correct result by anything less than detailed

calculations. The conclusion of this section must then be that

the first order medium corrected optical potential, even if

evaluated very carefully, leaves a large gap of 60 % between

its result and experiment, which gap must be bridged by pheno-

menological means. ~~- : .. '-- _ -. _

6.2,2 Inclusion of pion-annihilation -~ ~ ~ -~,: -- --.- -.-

From the results of the previous section it is obvious -

that additional physics has to be*brought in to obtain cor-

respondence with^experiment. In particular-considerably^more

repulsion is required in the irA S-wave," ~whIle-"-in"faddition-an.

absorptive channel is necessary to explain the imaginary part

of the scattering-length. The only process that can contribute

to this latter end is pion-annihilation. From general princi-

ples this process then also- provides a dispersive contribution

to the scattering-length as was discussed first by Bruckner,

[6.25] and also by Thouless, [6.26]. In fact, their result was \ ̂

that the level-shift in pionic atoms would reduce binding i.e. •,.

be repulsive, and of the same order of magnitude as the level '(-

width (with no approximate equality implied in any more de- , -

tailed way) . This qualitative result is consistent with calcu- f'j

lations of ird scattering where, apart from the sign, approxi- ^y

mate numerical equality of the real and imaginary parts of I

a^ A was assumed: Re a £
A <* - Im a* A,[6.27] [6.28], '.

In the present thesis, which concentrates on the TTA S- P"~

wave scattering-length the gap between the first order medium- fj)

corrected optical potential and experiment will be bridged by

a TTA S-wave phenomenological potential:

abs fl^a -£•) B(E) R^A(£). (6.9)

Here ^ .-v •+
H(q) = A(A-l) (2TT ) 3 ƒ dr P

2 ( r ) e " i q ' r (6.10)

Ï3-C
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is the Fourier-transform of the squared nuclear density and

B(E) is a complex energy-dependent parameter which is related

to the absorption-parameter Bo as used by Tauscher and

Schneider, [6.28] by

A 1 m7r B0

B ^ ^ tl+rfl- . (6.11)
2m „

A-l 16,T
IT

The occurrence of the p2-term has been motivated in general by

the expectation that after the single-hole optical potential

the two-hole contributions will be next in importance. It is

in keeping with the tradition of treating irA scattering as a

low-density problem which can be studied in a density-expan-

sion.

By far the most important contribution to Bo at these low

energies is expected to derive from the pion-annihilation chan-

nel. The p2-factor then suggests that this takes place through

the cooperation of 2 nucleons. Although for light nuclei strong

experimental indication exists in favor of a two-nucleon mech-

anism, [6.29] this does not for these, small nuclei imply a p2

proportionality. On the other hand, for heavier nuclei the two-

nucleon mechanism is not very well established,[6.30], [6.31].

Also, for heavier nuclei,the p2-term by itself seems to be un-

able to fit both deep-lying and peripheral pionic-atom levels,

[6.32]. In the light of these results the p2-factor will be

looked upon as a purely phenomenological ansatz which certain-

ly lacks proper theoretical foundation and which is tradition-

orientated in the sense that it facilitates comparison with

earlier results. Physically one cannot say much more about it

than that it emphasizes the nuclear internal high-density re-

gion relative to the peripheral low-density region, correspond-

ing to the requirements of irA interaction-mechanisms involving

more than one nucleon.

The detailed workings of the pion-annihilation channel

are at present very much of a mystery. It is generally accept-

ed that the mechanism involves rescattering on at least one

nucleon. The rescattering takes the pion far off its mass-

shell, so that it can be absorbed by a second nucleon (Quasi-

deuteron mechanism). The pion rescattering-process can be

" "Y
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divided into s- and p-wave contributions. Assuming, in the irA

S-wave that for kinematical reasons irN p-wave rescattering is

a small effect relative to irN s-wave rescattering the mechanism

still is subject to the full uncertainty of TN s-wave scatter-

ing far off its mass-shell, a region where simple phenomenolog-

ical models of irN scattering which fit on-shell data are almost

bound to be wrong.

A major theoretical effort to understand pion-absorption

and the parameter BQ in connection with irN s-wave rescattering

was made by Hackenberg and Pirner,[6.33]. In view of the deli-

cate cancellations in TTN s-wave scattering and because of the

known ambiguities due to nonrelativistic reductions they made

a fully relativistic calculation using a field theoretical

model to insure unique off-shell continuation. They find

Im Bo =- 0.036 m"
4 in good agreement with [6.28] which gives

ImB. =- 0.042 m-1*. However, their result Re B„ = - 0.094 itr4

has the wrong sign, leading to increased attraction. This is

perhaps caused by their major omission, the neglect of nucleon-

nucleon correlations during the absorption process. In any case

their calculation testifies to the difficulty of understanding

Re Bo,and hence the increase of repulsion necessary to fit the

data, from first principles. The possession of such understand-

ing would certainly be no luxury as especially Re Bo may be ex-

pected to depend strongly on the off-shell dependence of the |:fr

elementary irN input. ]s

The contribution of TTN p-wave rescattering to absorption

in TTA elastic scattering may be viewed as an addition to the A

self-energy, an aspect which it has in common with the local

field-or reflection term. The contribution of these effects to

C o, the phenomenological parameter describing TTA P-wave scat-

tering in the same way that Bo describes irA S-wave scattering

has been assessed by Weise et al.,[6.34]. In general re-

flection-term contributions to ÏÏA elastic scattering involve

three pion-scatterings, which are small at these low energies.

They also involve, like the annihilation-contribution entering

through the A self-energy, two pion propagators which here,

unlike the annihilation situation, are not necessarily small.

The dispersive effects of the irN p-wave reflection term gives
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an attractive result in the ITA P-wave which dominates the dis-

persive contribution due to annihilation through the irN p-wave.

However, for kinematical reasons (the transformation from the

irN center-of-mass system to the irA center-of-mass system, also

designated as recoil-effects) the contribution of all of these

TTN p-wave originated processes to the TTA S-wave scattering-

length are heavily suppressed. For the same reason contribu-

te! tions to the ITA S-wave entering on account of the "true" (short-

range repulsive NN correlation originated) LLEE-effeet,which

±* also would come in through the irN p-wave,are deemed to be of

j^ small consequence. For these reasons Bo will be associated

with pion-annihilation due predominantly to the uN s-wave re-

scattering mechanism.

In table (6.2) the values for Re Bo and Im Bo which were

found to fit the data are given along with the ir-16O S-wave

f3 scattering-lengths to which they give rise both for model S

^ and for model LMM. Also given are the experimental values,

[6.4] [6.20]. The play in the choice for Bo is of the order of

10 %. Obviously Bruckner's qualitative relation Re Bo =* Im Bo

(as an order of magnitude estimate) is fulfilled here again.

Table 6.2. Real and imaginary parts of the it A S-wave absorption strength

parameter Bp for the LMM and S models of t" in units of m"1*. These values were

obtained by a fit to the n-160 scattering lengths. Also given are the real and

imaginary parts of a in 10~^ fm calculated with these parameters, and the

experimental value. The latter is taken from [6.4], [6.20]. The play in BQ is

=« 10 %.

I
X.

LMM

S

Experiment

Re(B0)

0.13

0.11

lm(B0)

-0.06

-0.07

-548

-546

-548

-O
148

158

154

••3
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In comparing the S-model values for Bo with the results

of other authors,[6.8], [6.28] one notices in the first place

that the result of Tauscher and Schneider, [6.28] for 160 and

the result of Friedman and Gal,[6.8] for a selected range of

nuclei which includes 160 agree as regards Im Bo: both give

Im Bo S K -0.05 m *•• In fact, Tauscher and Schneider find this

value for Im Bo also for the nuclei surrounding
 x6O which they

consider, these being 10B, 1 2C, 1IfN and 1 80, while Friedman

and Gal's range of standard-nuclei also includes 12C and 1 80.

This result then is some 30 % smaller in absolute value than

the result of table (6.2). This is similar to De Kam's findings

for ''He using the S-model. There, Tauscher and Schneider's

result for Im Bo is almost 50 % smaller. These differences may

well be the result of the real part of the optical potential

used in this thesis, i.e. the first-order contribution, being

different from that used by Tauscher and Schneider. As U is

added coherently to the impulse-approximation to form U

which is then iterated to form T changes in the real part of

ü can certainly lead to changes in the imaginary part of T

which in turn can have consequences for the imaginary part of

U if T is constrained to experimental values.

As regards the quantitative value r =|Re Bo / Im Bo| both

Tauscher and Schneider and Friedman and Gal find it possible

to fit the data with essentially r = l. In this respect De Kam's

result on ''He for the S-model is in line with them while the

ratio of table (6.2) is r = 1.5. In this connection one might

remark that the inclusion, in the 16O calculation, of orbital

blocking would strengthen the repulsive influence of the Pauli-

principle on the first order optical potential, hence further

reducing the value of |Re Bo|. One might then expect this to

further bring down r. However, orbital blocking is arguably a

small effect at these low energies and one cannot expect sig-

nificant changes to be brought about by its inclusion.

6.2.4 Crossseations

Finally cross-sections were calculated for low-energy

ir~ - 16o scattering using the parameter Bo obtained in the pre-

vious section. The results are displayed in fig. (6.2a,b) and
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Fig. 6.2.a ,b. Differencial cross-sections for 7 MeV it. (a) and JI (b) scattering

and for various stages of completeness of the optical potential . Dotted curves:

impulse approximation. Dashed curves: Pauli- and binding-corrections added. Full

curves: Paul i- and binding-corrections and absorption added. The calculations were

based on model S for t" ..
irN
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Fig. 6.3.a,b. Same legend as fig. (6.2.a,b), except for the energy which is now

12 MeV.
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fig. (6,3a,b) for 7 and 12 MeV respectively. The calculations

] were made with model SII for t° and demonstrate the influence

.T" of medium-corrections and pion-annihilation on the angular

_J dependence and magnitude of the cross-sections.

i?H At both energies the u -cross-sections are considerably
: larger than the 7r~-ones. This reflects the fact that for IT

4? the Coulomb-interaction enhances the strong-interaction repul-

_; sion while for it" the Coulomb-interaction reduces it.

_t£ It is appropriate to remark at this point that the Cou-

'':•; lomb-interaction was included in the calculation by means of

it the momentum-space method of Vincent and Phatak, [6. 35]. This

>1 method writes the TTA amplitude as

l 2 i a
L
 2 1 5 T

f (e) = f (e) + -5JT- ï. (2L+D e (nT e - 1) PT (e)
irA C ZXK j^ L L

'''• (6.12)

Here f is the point Coulomb-amplitude and (nT, $T) the in-

^ elasticity and phase-shift for scattering from the nuclear op-

tical potential in the presence of the Coulomb-force appropri-

ate to a uniform sphere of radius R, = / 5/3 R . a is thec C r.m.s. L
;> Coulomb phase shift.

-2 As regards the energy-dependence, the ir+-cross-sections at

7 and 12 MeV are generally very similar. This also goes for

^ the TT~ cross-sections. Both for TT+ and for ir~ the cross-sec-

L, tions tend to get smaller at forward angles and tend to in-

7 crease at back angles on going from 7 to 12 MeV. This exhibits

f the increasing influence of the attractive P33 channel. In

'S this process the deep minimum in the ir~ cross-section shifts

-c to forward angles by some 15 degrees.

As regards the medium-corrections,the increase in repul-

; sion if one goes from the impulse-approximation through the

'j medium-corrected (Pauli + binding) optical potential to the

V" full optical potential including absorption leads to progres-

: sively larger cross-sections at all angles for ir+, because

' f. the Coulomb-interaction is repulsive too. However, for TT~

which has an attractive Coulomb-interaction, there is a reduc-

t:' tion at forward-and an increase at backward angles.

^ In fig. (6.4) a comparison is made, for ir~-scattering at
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7 MeV, between model LMM and model S for t°„. Medium-correc-
ïïN

tions, absorption and the Coulomb-interaction are included. On

the whole, the results are remarkably similar to those for 4He,

[1.28].

6.3 CONCLUSIONS

The level-shifts and widths of pionic atoms are determin-

ed by the combined effect of TTA elastic scattering and pion-

annihilation. At these low energies irA elastic scattering may

be expected to be dominated by the first-order or single-scat-

tering term. Due to partial cancellations, on the one hand

between the Pauli- and binding-corrections to the impulse-ap-

proximation and on the other hand between the competing irN

partial waves and also because the medium-corrections are of

the same order of magnitude as the impulse-approximation, ac-

curate evaluation of the medium-corrected first-order optical

potential is mandatory. Such an evaluation is possible by

means of De Kam's three-body approach. Nucleon kinematics and

Pauli- and binding-effects are incorporated in this theory in

great detail.

The present chapter contains the first extension of this

approach from '•He,where it was originally applied, to heavier

nuclei, i.e. 1 60. Although due to the more complicated shell-

structure of 160 a technical approximation in the evaluation

of the binding-correction was necessary this is expected to be

unimportant. The main physical aspect left out, orbital Pauli-

blocking can be argued to be of little consequence.

The ir-16O S-wave scattering-length calculated with this

first-order optical potential is of course real. In constitutes

40 % of the experimental (repulsive) datum. Pion-annihilation

must be brought in anyway to provide the imaginary part of the

scattering-length. From general principles this also provides

a contribution to the real part. In the present chapter pion-

absorption is described by a phenomenological pz potential

characterized by a complex strength-parameter Bo. It can be

reasonably argued that no other higher-order terms in the op-
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tical potential contribute significantly to B o. However, the

physical significance of the quantitative values of Re Bo and

Im Bo is not established directly in this way, in spite of its

reasonably unique qualitative identification with pion-annihi-

lation.

The trouble comes from the major source of uncertainty in

all iiA calculations, the lack of knowledge of the underlying

ITN interaction, in particular in its off-shell behaviour. This

applies in particular to irA S-waves which are at the center of

interest in this chapter and which at low energy are dominated

by TTN s-waves- The irN s-waves are particularly badly known

theoretically at low energies. This influences the calculation

in two ways: directly via the first-order optical potential

and indirectly via the rescattering necessary in the multi-

nucleon absorption-mechanism. Here Re BQ is especially sensi-

tive to TTN s-wave off-shell behaviour. Hence it may well be

that the first-order optical potential using "true" irN input

contains more repulsion than is found here, leading to a cor-

respondingly smaller value for Re Bo.

Because of this uncertainty calculations were performed

using two models for t° . The LMM-model has less repulsion in

the first-order approximation, a larger value both for |Re Bo|

and for |Re(B0)/Im(B0)| and a smaller value for |lm(B0)| as

compared with the S-model, bearing out the above remarks. It

must be kept in mind here that these models are also different

on-shell, the LMM-model employing outdated phases.

Differential cross-sections were computed at 7 and at 12

MeV for TT* - 160 scattering, using both the fully medium-and

absorption-corrected optical potential and optical potentials

in various stages of completion. The qualitative features of

these curves offer no further problems. There is little sensi-

tivity to irN input.

Experimentally low-energy differential cross-sections

would be useful. Theoretically major efforts are required in

the present field, both regarding the of f-shell s-wave ITN in-

teraction and regarding its application to irA absorption-theory.

Perhaps some courage to carry arms into this field may be gath-

ered from the fact that 10 years ago first-order irA scattering
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theory was in the same position of theoretically simple phe-

nomenological models as higher-order theory is now.
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C H A P T E R V I I

MEDIUM-CORRECTIONS TO THE IMPULSE-APPROXIMATION

FOR ir+-16O SCATTERING AT 40 AND 49.7 MeV

7.1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years a number of papers have appeared dealing

wholly or partly with scattering of pions on light nuclei

(''He, 1 2C, 16O) in the low-energy region, that is, between nu-

cleon-knockout threshold (20.4 MeV for ^He, 13.5 MeV for 16O)

and 75 MeV,[1.18] to [1.22], [1.25], [1.26]. These papers dis-

tinguish themselves from other rather more phenomenological

modern work,[6.7], [7.1], [7.2] relevant to the low-energy

region in that they treat the motion of the nucleons in a

detailed way.

This complete treatment of nucleonic kinematics, which

hallmarks the absence of the F.S.A.,is a precondition for dis-

cussing the influence of medium-corrections to the first-order

impulse-approximation optical potential in a meaningful way.

Liu and Shakin have rightly argued that retaining the F.S.A.

precludes quantitative theoretical understanding of the data,

[1.18]. On the other hand, it is generally accepted that once

the roost important medium-corrections (Pauli- and binding-ef-

fects) have been incorporated into the first-order optical po-

tential , it is a valid procedure to close the remaining gap

with experiment by means of a phenomenological higher-order

optical potential which presumably accounts mainly for pion-

absorption. In this way the main ingredients necessary for a

theory of low-energy irA scattering would seem to be identified.

Liu and Shakin,[1.18] to [1.20], restrict themselves to

an extremely careful treatment of nucleonic kinematics in the

first-order impulse-approximation potential. They do not con-
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sider Pauli-or binding-effects but proceed to fit the data

straightaway by means of a phenomenological TTA S- and P-wave

potential with two complex strength-parameters, Bo and CQ.

Landau and Thomas, [1.22] include binding by means of an

energy-shift in the irN collision-energy. They include the

Pauli-principle by means of a nuclear-matter procedure in a

local-density approximation. Obviously, one simulates only

spatial orbital blocking (the shell-model equivalent of momen-

tum-blocking) in this way, but not spin-isospin blocking. Also

they use the standard procedure of spherically averaging the

blocking. In principle Pauli-blocking would lead to a mixing

of TTN partial waves. Angle-averaging procedures wipe out this

effect.

Schmit et al-. ,[1.21] also include binding-effects by

means of an energy-shift method. They however, leave out the

Pauli-principle altogether.

The work of Lenz et al.,[1.24], [1.25] stands apart in

that it only includes medium-corrections in the 33-TTN partial

wave, however, in a way which is considerably superior to that

of [1.21], [1.22]. This makes their discussion of the low-ener-

gy region only indicative. A discussion of the influence of TTN

partial wave mixing due to the Pauli-prinniple is outside the

scope of their method. However, their general conclusions are

in line with those of the other authors: binding-, Pauli- and

absorption-effects should suffice to understand the low-energy

data.

As far as specific nuclei are concerned, only Liu and

Shakin,[1.20] and Lenz et al.,[1.25] consider 16O at those

energies to which attention will be restricted in this chapter.

Although Schmit et al.,[1.21] too have considered 16O. their

lowest energy is 80 MeV. They are really more concerned with

the resonance-region.

A major improvement in the treatment of the Pauli-princi-

ple for ^He at these energies was made by De Kam,[1.28]. Here

too binding is included in an approximate way by means of the

energy-shift method. However, the Pauli-principle is enforced

rigorously including irN partial-wave mixing effects. This is

made possible due to the extremely simple form the independent-
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particle-shell model assumes for kHe so that in fact spin-iso- |

spin blocking comprises the full Pauli-corrections. \-)\'.
ID'

The present chapter applies essentially this same method f-

to 1 6 0 . Binding is taken into account by means of the energy- j

shift method of Chapter III. Here, following Schmit et al.,

[1.21], the energy-shift A is taken equal to the full value

E . However, the scheme at this stage is also very similar

to that of Landau and Thomas, [1.22], the only difference being

that they use a somewhat smaller value for A.

In correspondence with the LS-coupling scheme used here

for 1 60 the lp-shell is taken to be fully degenerate. For ^

E (lp) the experimental value of 13.5 MeV was taken. "̂

For the ls-shell use was made of E (Is) =E (lp) +AE where
S6p S6p

AE was based on the results of Hartree Fock calculations [7.3]

leading to AE = 26.2 MeV.

As regards the Pauli-principle, the present chapter might -

be said to be complementary to the work of Landau and Thomas, ^

[1.22]. Full incorporation of the Pauli-principle for 1 60 '\

would require enforcement of orbital blocking, which was done \

approximately by these authors, but which is left out complete- ;>'.-

ly in this chapter. On the other hand, Landau and Thomas en- {.

tirely ignore spin-isospin blocking which is treated exactly in Ü

the present chapter, including irN partial-wave mixing as far

as this is due to spin-isospin blocking. A complete treatment

of orbital blocking in a shell-model theory for the nucleus

would involve rewriting the Liu and Shakin numerical code em- ;#

ployed in the present work in order to incorporate an angular-

momentum reduction in it right from the start. A far simpler ,:

intermediate step is to employ the fact that in LS-coupling ^1

orbital blocking and spin-isospin blocking are entirely un-

coupled. Hence one could treat orbital blocking separately by ^

means of the method used by Landau and Thomas, [1.22]. This P?:

would only leave out some TTN partial-wave mixing in as far as

this is caused by orbital blocking.

For small nuclei with few shells neglect of intra-spin-

isospin-shell blocking would be hard to justify at all energies. .:-,

While orbital blocking can be justifiably neglected at very ^

low energy as was argued in chapter IV, this is certainly not k j

ïJ;
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so at 40 and 50 MeV. The application of the Pauli-principle to
160 as made in this chapter then should be viewed as a first,

"-. 1 as yet incomplete attempt. The future integration of this at-

'̂  tempt with at least a theory of the Landau and Thomas type is

' "'.1 desirable.
»• '2

r>jj 7 . 2 RESULTS

•_•'] Presently the differential-and integral cross-sections ob-

f3 tained along these lines are given. As interest in this chap-

\Ci ter focuses on the influence (relative to the impulse-approxi-

; ] mation) of binding-and Pauli-blocking effects (in as far as

hi- they are included) no attempt has been made to fit the data by

j 1 means of a phenomenological second-order addition to the opti-

;.-i cal potential. However, for comparison's sake the data, [7.4],

f:\ too are plotted in the figures. Fig. (7.1a,b) and (7.2a,b)

v3 depict the differential cross-sections for IT -16O scattering

at 40 and 49.7 MeV. These figures show the results for the im-

pulse-approximation optical potential (dotted line) , the im-

pulse-approximation cum binding-corrections optical potential

(dashed line), the impulse-approximation cum Pauli-corrections

optical potential (dot-dashed line) and the results on using

the fully Pauli-binding corrected optical potential (solid

line). In these figures the Pauli-corrections are incorporated

fully,including irN partial wave mixing. In fig. (7.3a,b) on

•.,} the other hand which pertains only to 49.7 MeV the irN partial

jj wave mixing terms were left out.

1 From fig. (7.1,2.a) the impulse-approximation strongly

.."Vi underestimates the data both at 40 and at 49.7 MeV and at all

.1 angles. The cross-sections are, from these same figures, raised

.1 considerably on including binding. This is easily understood

as binding raises the irN collision-energy (in fact by E in

the present model) and hence enhances the influence of the irN-

P33 channel. At 40 MeV this raises the theoretical cross-sec-

tions to the level of the data for angles up to 60° while in

this same angular region and at 49.7 MeV the theoretical cross-

^ section considerably overshoots the data. At larger angles the

y theoretical cross-section remains too low.
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Table 7.1. The real parts of the nA partial wave scattering amplitudes as .a

function of the nA center of mass scattering angle 6 for it - 1 2C scattering at

40 MeV. Here f is the L'th contribution in the second term of equation (6.12)

while f is the point Coulomb term. Units are degrees for 6, fermi for the

amplitudes. Pauli- and binding corrections are included.
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Compared with the influence of the binding-correction

Pauli-blocking is a rather smaller effect, both at 40 and at -I

49.7 MeV as shown in fig. (7.1,2 a,b). As both the impulse-

approximation- and the binding-corrected cross-sections are | -

dominated by the attractive irN-P33 partial wave the repulsive I

Pauli-effect leads to a slight reduction of the cross-sections

in the intermediate-angle region between 20 and 80 degrees. At

larger angles there is hardly any influence of the Pauli-cor-

rections, at smaller angles the cross-sections are electro-

statics-dominated .

Finally, the influence of the irN partial-wave mixing

terms originating from the Pauli-principle can be seen on com- --

paring fig. (7.2.a) (mixing included) with fig. (7.3.a) (no

mixing included) or fig. (7.2.b) (mixing included) with fig.

(7.3.b) (no mixing included). The inclusion of the mixing-

terms increases the cross-sections at forward angles (say up

to 70 degrees) and decreases it at back angles. Generally

speaking the inclusion of mixing-terms decreases the influence

of the Pauli-principle in the sense that it brings the Pauli- i"

corrected cross-section closer to the initial cross-section at

all angles, whether this initial cross-section be a binding-

corrected one as in fig. (7.2,3.b) or an impulse-approximation L

one as in fig. (7.2,3.a).

Finally tables (7.1), (7.2) at 40 and 49.7 MeV respec-

tively seek to trace back the maximum-minimum structure of the ~~-

differential cross-sections to the partial-wave structure of j.-

the irA amplitude. Only the fully medium-corrected amplitude is kJ:

considered here, the dissection pertains to fig. (7.1b) (solid ; g

line) and fig. (7.2b) (solid line) respectively. This dissec- f

tion is based on the Vincent-Phatak procedure to incorporate ?;'••'

the Coulomb interaction,[6.35]. Hence f pertains to a point £••

Coulomb-source while the f. are calculated by adding to the p;

nuclear optical potential the short range Coulomb contribution

of the homogeneously spread-out nuclear charge. At 40 MeV the

minima at 23 and 73 degrees and the maximum at 38 degrees are

easily understood. The same holds for 49.7 MeV concerning the

minima at 18 and 73 degrees and the maximum at 32 degrees. At

40 MeV the irA S-wave is just repulsive but very weak. At 49.7
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MeV it is attractive and somewhat stronger. At both energies it

is comparatively unimportant in determining the angular distri-

bution. The dominant influence here is the combined effect of

the attractive irN p-wave dominated TTA P- and D-waves (the con-

tribution of the latter changes sign however because of the

angular dependence of P2(9)) and the repulsive point - Coulomb

term, and to a far lesser degree, of the irA F-wave which is

not shown. On going from 40 to 49.7 MeV the irA P-wave is hard-

ly changed at all. The increased strength of the TTN P33 chan-

nel is mainly reflected in the irA D-wave. On the other hand

the Coulomb-repulsion is slightly decreased. The balance of

these effects must be held responsible for the shift of the

first minimum and of the first maximum to smaller angles.

The integrated cross-sections pertaining to these calcu-

lations are given in tables (7.3) and (7.4) at 40 and 49.7 MeV

respectively. The Pauli-effect at 40 MeV includes the mixing-

Table 7.3. n -1(>0 integrated cross-sections at 40 MeV in millibarn.

elastic reaction total

impulse Approximation IA

1A

IA

IA

+ Pauli (mixed)

+ binding

+ Pauli (mixed) + binding

57. 1

53.8

I 18.7

106.0

27.6

26.9

87.0

81.5

84.9

80.7

205.7

187.5

term while at 50 MeV the results both with and without mixing

are given. These integrated cross-sections clearly follow the

trend of the differential ones. These values can be compared

with best-fit values to the data employing a purely phenomeno-

logical optical potential, [7.5]. At 40 MeV compare IA+Pauli

(mixed) + Binding: o . . = 106 mb, a . = 82 mb with
elastic ' reaction

these best fit results: 0 =89 mb, 0 . = 141 mb.
elastic ' reaction

Similarly at 50 MeV compare IA+Pauli (mixing) + Binding:elastic
154 mb, cr

reaction
128.2 mb with best-fit values:

¥2
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:• j Table 7.4. it+-lc'O integrated cross-sections at 49.7 MeV in millibaru.

33

••• i

Impulse Approximation IA

IA +

IA +

IA +

IA +

IA +

binding

Pauli (mixed)

Pauli (not mixed)

Pauli (mixed) + binding

Pauli (not mixed) + binding

' elastic

78.7

175.7

73.3

67.3

154.3

138.4

reaction

49.0

139.7

47.2

46.1

128.2

123.8

"total

127.7

315.4

120.5

1 13.4

282.5

262.2

a , . . = 100 mb, a _. = 134 nib. Obviously the results
elastic reaction J

of the medium-corrected first-order optical potential for

a . . . are too large, while for a . they are too small.
elastic reaction

Both of these defects can be removed phenomenologically by an

additional piece in the optical potential which has a repul-

sive dispersive part and also an absorptive part. This is the

path followed by Liu and Shakin which shall not be further dis-

cussed here.

i;' 7.3 CONCLUSIONS >5

X| In the present chapter De Kam's theory of TTA scattering J-

!• including medium-effects was applied to 160 at 40 and 49.7 MeV

.;•;-, for the first time. Starting-point is the first-order impulse- "-

:"I approximation to the optical potential. This contribution is r\.

4 evaluated very carefully including nucleonic motion, in the

)'-% formalism of Liu and Shakin. Treatment of the binding-correc-

::"] tions proceeds along conventional lines, by means of a shift

,fj in the irN collision-energy. However, treatment of the Pauli

'-] principle is in a sense complementary to the conventional ap-

7v proach. In the latter attention has been restricted to orbital

: ' blocking. The present chapter focuses on spin-isospin blocking.
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Neglect of orbital blocking at 40 and 50 MeV is much harder to

justify here than in the pionic-atom region. It is then desir-

able in the future to complete the present calculation by in-

cluding orbital blocking for instance by means of a Fermi-sea

procedure. For 16O this should not be unreasonable.

Differential and integral cross-sections were calculated

at 40 and 49.7 MeV. The impulse-approximation gives a contri-

bution which is far too small compared with the data at both

energies and for all angles. The inclusion of binding produces

a major correction here,raising the cross-sections to the

general level of the data at 40 MeV and considerably above that

level at 49.7 MeV. Compared with the influence of binding, the

Pauli-corrections are a small effect. Of course one must keep

in mind that these are underestimated due to neglect of orbit-

al blocking. In particular the influence of including TTN par-

tial-wave mixing due to the Pauli-principle, which influence

was investigated for 16O for the first time here,is a small

effect.

Finally, the minimim-maximum structure of the differential

cross-sections was analyzed by decomposing the irA amplitude in-

to its partial-wave nuclear- and Coulomb-contributions. The irA

S-wave was shown to be almost irrelevant. The structure of the

curves is completely dominated by the itN p-wave dominated at-

tractive irA P- and D-waves and by the repulsive Coulomb-ampli-

tude. These are all of the same order of magnitude.

•':?.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift heeft betrekking op de elastische ver-

-̂  strooiing van het pion aan de zuurstofkern 1 60 in het gebied

•% van lage strooienergieën. Dit gebied bestrijkt pion kinetische :

energieën van 0 tot ongeveer 75 MeV. De theoretische context

; voor de berekeningen uitgevoerd in dit proefschrift is de

/( meervoudige verstrooiings theorie. Deze theorie relateert het ,-*

pion-kern verstrooiingsproces, middels een optische potentiaal, r

niét aan het pion-nucleon verstrooiingsmechanisme, maar aan

'. het pion-nucleon verstrooiingsproces in de vrije ruimte dat

uit dit mechanisme volgt. De laagste-orde benadering tot de
7 optische potentiaal is dan additief samengesteld uit de bij- f'

dragen van ieder der in een vrije ruimte gedachte nucleonen '

die eenmalig het pion verstrooien. Deze benadering gaat met .l\

betrekking tot de veronderstelde vrije ruimte waarin het ge- -y

r troffen nucleon zich bevindt, op tweeërlei wijze voorbij aan '.

' de aanwezigheid van andere nucleonen in de kern. t

Ten eerste is er de invloed van de nucleon-nucleon wis-

selwerking die op het getroffen nucleon een bindende invloed

," uitoefent. Ten tweede is er de werking van het Pauli-principe Lo
.".' dat het getroffen nucleon van die bewegingen uitsluit die al rj£

door andere nucleonen worden uitgevoerd. V?':

r Het is gebleken dat de experimentele gegevens met betrek- f

king tot pion-kernverstrooiing in het lage energiegebied niet rv;

!• kunnen worden behandeld zonder aan deze effecten aandacht, te !j

besteden. Een voorwaarde voor een behoorlijke behandeling van H;

' deze effecten is de deugdelijke belichaming van de kinematica |>-

: der nucleonen in de theorie.

'- Een aanzienlijke verbetering ten opzichte van oudere theorieën

,:'r over pion-kernverstrooiing die, onderworpen aan de zogenaamde

:"> Vaste Verstrooier Benadering,het aspect van de nucleon-kinema- ŷ j

tica geheel ontoereikend behandelden is ondermeer de theorie j-/$

van Liu en Shakin, die deze kinematica volledig en in overeen- V~:
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i stemming met de speciale relativiteitstheorie opneemt. '.

'•) Dit opent de mogelijkheid de invloed van bovengenoemde

bindings- en Pauli-correcties in detail te bestuderen. Dit is ,

•"„•; in het lage-energiegebied voor het eerst gedaan door De Kam in I

'rr.>, zijn werk met betrekking tot pionverstrooiing aan '•He, een |

,; kern die zich door zijn relatief eenvoudige structuur bijzonder S

,: : leent voor volledige berekeningen. Met betrekking tot de bere-

;,< kening van bindingseffecten valt dit werk uiteen in twee delen.

-r~; Beneden de nucleon-uitstotingsdrempel kan een volledig drie-

• -] lichamen probleem bestaande uit het pion, het getroffen nucleon

'| en de restkern worden uitgevoerd. Boven opgemelde drempel is

een vereenvoudiging van de theorie noodzakelijk, de "energie- ""

;• verschuivingsmethode". Met betrekking tot het Pauli-principe

j wordt alleen aandacht besteed aan spin- en isospin blokkerings-

effecten. Voor '•He is dit exact.

4 Dit proefschrift bouwt direct voort op het werk van De

; * Kam en is de eerste uitbreiding van deze methoden naar een

'; zwaardere kern, in casu 1 60. Door de complicatie van een extra

A schil gaat een deel van de exactheid die de '•He berekening

;•; kenmerkt, verlopen. Met name is het noodzakelijk om de p-schil-

% êén-deeltjesdichtheid te middelen over de z-component van het

'(:: baanimpulsmoment. Hoewel de quantitatieve invloed hiervan bijna

^ niet te schatten is, is er geen reden een groot effect te ver-

;Vi onderstellen. Echter verhindert deze middeling op haar beurt

i;.! behandeling van de door het Pauli-principe vereiste baanuit-

--•"' sluiting. De gevolgen van de verwaarlozing van baanuitsluiting \ '

y: en de mogelijke remedieën worden in het volgende onder de toe- ^:

^ passingen besproken. i.

•; De concrete berekeningen in dit proefschrift zijn uitge- V̂

,'-;i voerd in twee energiegebieden: bij zeer lage energieën, 7 en ;

!| 12 MeV, dat wil zeggen beneden de nucleon-uitstotingsdrempel ^i

'/{ (13.5 MeV), en midden in het lage-energiegebied, bij 40 en -
••-i

i,«j 49.7 MeV dus boven voornoemde drempel. De berekeningen bij 7

;.\ en 12 MeV zijn geëxtrapoleerd naar de ir-1GO drempel teneinde

j[j de ir-16O S-golf strooilengte te bepalen. Deze is experimenteel

) goed bekend vanuit metingen aan pionische atomen. "'.'',

] Van de verwaarlozing van baanuitsluiting in de berekenin- ^

ü gen bij 7 en 12 MeV kan worden beredeneerd dat dit een onbe- r"
<'} ..:•=

5S
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langrijk effect is bij zulke lage energieën. Deze berekening „J

kan als redelijk nauwkeurig worden gequalificeerd. Indien pion

absorptie op de standaard fenomenologische methode wordt opge- | J

nomen in de theorie, leidt dit tot resultaten die in goede I

overeenstemming zijn met verwachtingen gebaseerd op extensief

fenomenologisch werk in het recente verleden.

De verwaarlozing van baanuitsluiting in de berekeningen

bij 40 en 49.7 MeV is niet a priori te rechtvaardigen. Deze

berekeningen zijn modelmatig en dienen uitsluitend ter bestude-

ring van het relatieve belang van de verschillende medium-ef-

fecten. De invloed van bindingseffecten blijkt de invloed van s-

de spin-isospin Pauli-correcties aanzienlijk te domineren. '^

Uiteraard zou het in de beschouwing betrekken van baanuitslui-

ting de invloed van het Pauli-principe vergroten. Baanuitslui- '

ting kan in de toekomst op relatief eenvoudige wijze in de :

theorie worden opgenomen met behulp van een Fermi-zee procedure, ^

een gang van zaken die voor *6O juist zinvol begint te worden. ;

Uiteraard is ook dit een benadering. Het alternatief is echter , !

een volledige reorganisatie en herprogrammering van de voorhan-

den zijnde numerieke programmatuur.
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NAWOORD

ï-"-» Bij de voltooiing van dit proefschrift gaat mijn dank in de eerste

~>'r'\ plaats uit naar het privê-bedrij f steven in de breedste zin van het woord.

;•'-]' Het sahiep de materiële mogelijkheden die mij in staat stelden vijf jaar

5-1 onafgebroken onderzoek te verrichten. Verder noem ik gaarne:

;.<:g De Stichting F.O.M, en de directie van het Natuurkundig Laboratorium

ij'. van de Vrije Universiteit voor de gelegenheid tot promoveren die zij mij

;JV boden.

_./; Dr.ir. J. de Kam, M.Sc., die een vriend is geworden, voor zijn aan-

}i.; moediging en hulp bij de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift.

"'-• i I am very grateful to Drs. L.C. Liu and CM. Shakin for making

:•''- available their optical potential code to the theory group at the Vrije

; . Universiteit.
-x' •-

"̂ rr Ma. G.J. Rijnsburger in verband met het typewerk en de lay-out.

fr- Be heren A. Pamper en W.C. van Sijpveld in verband met de fraai

~'+ verzorgde figuren.
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STELLINGEN

1. De titel van hoofdstuk III van het bekende boek 'Transport Phenomena"
van Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot, welke titel luidt 'The equations of change
for isothermal systems" is, gelet op de context van dit hoofdstuk, in tegen-
spraak met de inhoud van het hoofdstuk. Correcte mogelijkheden zouden
zijn 'The equations of change for adiabatic systems" of meer algemeen
'The equations of change for polytropical systems".

'Transport Phenomena", R.B. Bird, W.E. Stewart and E.N. Lightfoot, New York,
John Wiley, I960

2. Wetenschappelijk taalgebruik dient eenduidig en terzake te zijn. Het mis-
bruik van het woord "adiabatisch" in een aantal gebieden van de fysica is in
dezen te laken, in het bijzonder daar dit misbruik geheel ten onrechte de
bijbetekenis 'langzaam" aan het woord koppelt. Gesuggereerd wordt een
systematisch gebruik van de combinatie "quasi-statisch" indien men een
zeer langzaam proces bedoelt.

3. Eenieder die er prijs op stelt de theoretische natuurkunde geordend te zien
rond eenvoudige abstracte principes, die er prijs op stelt theorién zonder
aperte inconsistenties te hanteren, die er prijs op stelt zichzelf niet te be-
driegen met betrekking tot de hoeveelheid kennis die hij bezit en die er prijs
op stelt berekeningen zoveel mogelijk te vereenvoudigen, kortom eenieder
die het bestuderen en beschrijvend verklaren van de fysische werkelijkheid
serieus neemt, kan, na kennis te hebben genomen van Schwingers Source

h

4. Zowel het "Cranking model" als bijvoorbeeld de projectiemethoden van
Peierls en Yoccoz of Peierls en Thouless, alle theorieën ter beschrijving van
de rotatie van veel-deeltjessystemen in de quantummechanica, slaan geen

•*•'-'• acht op een der oudste experimenten aan roterende systemen: het expert-
s' ment aan de met water gevulde emmer verricht door Newton.
; r R.E. Peierls en J. Yoccoz, Proc.Phys.Soc. 70 (1957) 381

R.E. Peierls en DJ . Thouless, NucUhys. 38 (1962) 154
l I. Newton, Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy, Translation by R.

{ - Thorp, Dawson's of Pall Mall, London 1964, "Definitions", pag. 18
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It:Theory, alleen ten diepste betreuren dat dit denkraam na een decennium x
nog steeds niet in brede zin in de theoretische natuurkunde is geïntegreerd. [ '

Particles, Sources and Fields I (1970) b
Particles, Sources and Fields II (1973) •
J.S. Schwinger, Addison and Wesley %-:
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5. In hoofdstuk 3 van zijn boek "Mathematical methods for physicists" leidt
Arfken onder gebruikmaking van 3 veronderstellingen, de symmetrie van de
elastische spanningstensor af. De drie voorwaarden zijn 1) homogene span-
ningstoestand door het gehele lichaam heen, 2) aanwezigheid van statisch
evenwicht en 3) afwezigheid van volumekrachten en volumemomenten.
Deze veronderstellingen zijn uiterst restrictief en met uitzondering van de
afwezigheid van volumemomenten, volledig irrelevant.

G. Arfken, Mathematical Methods for Physicists, Academic Press, 1970

6. Ontwikkelingshulp in de huidige zin van het woord, gebaseerd op over-
drachts-betalingen, al dan niet met controle, van donorregering aan accep-
torregering is demoraliserend en contraproductief voor beide landen. Ont-
wikkelingshulp dient te geschieden door de regering van het te ontwikkelen
land, onder meer door het scheppen van een politiek stabiel klimaat waarin
kapitaalkrachtige potentiële buitenlandse investeerders niet geconfronteerd
worden met de voortdurende bedreiging van expropriate.

7. De veelgehoorde bewering dat onontwikkelde derde wereldlanden op een
vrije markt niet zouden kunnen concurreren met geavanceerde hooggeindus-
trialiseerde naties, gaat voorbij aan Ricardo's wet van het comparatieve voor-
deel.

8. Het veelvuldig verschijnen van de Amerikaanse econoom Milton Friedman in
de nieuwsmedia, de naamgeving van de producties waarin hij verschijnt en
de naamgeving van een aantal van zijn boeken, suggereren ten onrechte dat
Friedman een voorstander is van een vrije-markteconomie.
Zij die de vrije-markteconomie werkelijk een warm hart toedragen, dienen
ervoor te waken met hem het paard van Troje binnen te halen.

M. and R. Friedman, "Free to Choose", Harcourt Brace Yovanovitch
M. Friedman, "Capitalism and Freedom", University of Chicago Press

Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift van C.K. Wafelbakker, 23 september 1981


